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A MESSAGE FROM THE DEAN
I hope that this catalogue will give you at least a faint idea of the
quality, the richness, and the excitement of a legal education at the
School of Law of Southern Methodist University. With a student body of
deliberately controlled size, a faculty with superb credentials, and excel-
lent physical facilities, the School of Law seeks to give each student a
personal educational experience of the highest order.
As you will see in the following pages, the School has a diverse and
highly talented faculty whose members are dedicated to teaching. Not
only do they hold high academic credentials, but virtually all of them
have also had practical experience before entering their teaching careers;
consequently, they can provide the invaluable link between the theory of
classroom instruction and the reality of legal practice. The School benefits
in numerous ways from its location in the sunbelt, a dynamic area that
offers excellent employment opportunities for its graduates. Virtually all
of each year's graduating class consistently obtain employment within a
few months of graduation. The School of Law enjoys a national reputa-
tion, and its graduates practice in every state in the Union.
We at the School take pride in offering our students a total educational
experience, including an active Student Bar Association, moot court and
mock trial activities, two respected law journals, a placement and career
counseling center, and three fine clinical programs, including one of the
very few in taxation, While our curriculum is extremely rich, we are still
small enough to take a personal interest in each student. The School's
Law Quadrangle provides an admirable setting for learning and includes
the Underwood Law Library, a modern and comprehensive research
facility.
I hope that you will have an opportunity to visit our carnpus. Such a
visit will give you a real sense of the School in a way which the pages
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GeoncB M. UNòenwooo, Jn. NBrr J. O'BnrnN
Ewlnc wnnruru' Jn' Faculty Members:
Fnnoenrcr S. CenNsy
JonN E. KeNNeoy
LAW SCHOOL BOARD OF VISITORS
Evsryx Brsny Ronsnr C. Grsr
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Bnucp B. Henl, J.D., Director oÍ Federal Tax Clittic
M¡xrNn T. McCoNNeLL-TonIN, LL.B., Director oÍ Civil Cases Clinic
BnBNo¡, J. Gennerr, J, D., Associate Director of Civil Cases Clíníc
Mtri¿ McCorluu, LL.B., Associate Director of Criminal Justice Clinic
DonIs Bn¡Ls, Assi.¡lant to tlte Daan
EUrNB FLyNN, Director of Continuing Legal Educatíon
JB¡,N Kvre Juxu, Director of Law School Admíssions and Records
J¡vrns L. RrcuenDsoN, Jx., Director of Development
N. Fnep TAYLoR, Financíal Officer
FACULTY EMERITI
J¡N P. CHAnMAtz, J.U.D., Professor Emeritus ol Law
Henvpy L. Devts, LL.B., Professor EmeriÍus of Law
JoHN L. FtrzGr,nlr-o, S.J.D., Prolessor Emeritus of Law
LeNNlnr V. L.lnsou, S.J.D., Prolessor Emeritus of Law
Rov Roe¡nr R.,rv, S.J.D., Professor Emerítus of Law
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FACULTY
Roy RvoeN ANoensoN, Prolessor ol Law,8.4., 1966, Texas Christian
University; J.D., L969, Southern Methodist University; LL.M., 1975,
Yale University. A former Notes and Comments Editor of the Journal ol
Air Law and Commerce, Professor Anderson has served at the SMU
Law School as Executive Director of the Criminal Justice Program and
as Assistant Dean and Associate Dean. He teaches in the areas of con-
tracts, commercial law and damages and serves as the adviser for the
Moot Court Program. He is the author of a number of law journal
articles and is co-author of two volumes of the Texas Litigation Guide.
L,lcrr-eNp H. Bt-oovr, Jn., Associate Professor of Law, 8.4., 1970,
Southern Methodist University; J.D., 1973, University of Michigan. A
member of Phi Beta Kappa and the Order of the Coif, as well as Adminis-
trative Editor of the Michigan Law Review, Professor Bloom was law
clerk to Chief Judge John R. Brown of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Fifth Circuit. He later was associated with the Washington firm of Wil-
mer, Cutler & Pickering. A specialist in constitutional law, he has recently
published a study of the implications of police searches of law offices.
Professor Bloom is also active in the field of the protection of intellectual
property, especially through copyright. He teaches courses in constitu-
tional law, constitutional criminal procedure, copyright law and torts.
RIcuen¡ A. BoorH, Assistant Professor of Law, A.B', 1973, Univer-
sity of Michigan; J.D' 1976, Yale University. Professor Booth was asso-
ciated with the firm of Donovan Leisure Newton and Irvine of New York
City as a litigator concentrating in corporate and general business matters
after his graduation from Yale. During law school he served as an intern
in the International Project of the Center for Law and Social Policy in
Washington, D.C. He teaches courses in Business Associations and.re-
lated areas. He has developed original materials for two new course
offerings, "Corporate Take-Overs and Freeze-Outs," and "Regulation of
Securities Markets." Mr. Booth also serves as editor of the Corporate
Counsel Revíew, published by the Corporate Counsel Section of the
State Bar of Texas and is a member of the New York State and City
Bar Associations, the Dallas Bar Association, the ABA and its Section of
Corporation Banking and Business Law.
Elnr- C. BoncnsoN, Prolessor of Law and Dírector ol the Law Library,
B.S.L., 1947;LL.B., 1949, University of Minnesota; B.A. in Law Librari-
anship, 1950, University of Washington. While for the major portion of
his career he was Librarian of the Harvard Law School Library, he also
broadened his experience at the Los Angeles County Library and the
Stanford University Libraries. Interests in international library matters
gave him an opportunity to serve as a consultant for the American Bar
Foundation and Asia Foundation in Asia and to conduct a Seminar on
Legal Research Techniques at the Law School of the University of the
Philippines. He has done committee work for the American Association
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on the Executive Board of the American Association of Law Libraries,
was President of that organization. He has also been president of two
regional chapters of that national association, Law Libraries of New
England and Southern California Association of Law Libraries.
Wirrnvr J. Bnroce, Associate Professor ol Law, B.S.F.S., 1970; J.D.,
1974, Georgetown University, A member of Phi Beta Kappa and of the
Georgetown Law lournaL Professor Bridge was Assistant Dean and Ad-junct Professor at the Georgetown University Law Center before accept-
ing the Jervey Fellowship in Foreign Law from Columbia University
from 1976-78. He has studied at the Faculties of Letters and of Law at
the University of Caen, France, and has done research at the French
Court of Cassation, the French Council of State and the French Center
for Comparative Law in Paris on continental legal institutions, especially
the criminal jury trial. Fluent in French, he teaches in the areas of com-
parative law, criminal law and procedure, evidence, professional respon-
sibility, law and literature. He has published and is currently writing in
the flelds of evidence, criminal procedure, and foreign law. Professor
Bridge is Director of the Research Methods /Legal Writing Program.
Ale¡¡ R. Bnovrnnnc, Uníversity Distinguished Professor of Law, A.8,,
7949,Harvard University; J.D., 1.952, Yale University. Professor Brom-
berg has been a Senior Fellow of the Yale Law Faculty and Visiting
Professor at Stanford Law School. He is the author of a number of
authoritative publications, including Securities Fraud and Commodítíes
Fraud (h five volumes), Crane and Bromberg on Partnershþ, and num-
erous articles on tax, partnership, corporate, securities and commodities
law. A member of the American Law Institute, he chairs the Educational
Publications Advisory Board of Matthew Bender & Co., and sits on the
editorial boards of three corporate and securities reviews. He is active on
six American Bar and Texas Bar committees in his areas of interest. He
practiced law in Dallas prior to joining the SMU faculty in 1956, and he
is Of Counsel to Jenkens & Gilchrist. He teaches courses primarily in
business associations, securities regulation and corporate planning.
Ronnnr BnoussEe.u, Professor of Law, B.S.F.S., 1969, Georgetown
University; J.D., L972, Duke University; LL.M., 1977, Columbia Uni-
versity. A member of Phi Beta Kappa and of the Duke Law lournal,
Professor Brousseau practiced labor law with the Houston firm of Baker
& Botts. Later he was a Jervey Fellow in Foreign Law at Columbia
University, He has taught civil procedure and labor law at several law
schools and is the author of a number of articles in those fields. His
casebook, A Functional Approach to Civil Procedure, was published in
1982. He is on leave for the academic year 1984-85.
Recrs Vy'. CeMnnrr,r-o, Professor of Law, B.B.A., 1963, Notre Dame
University; LL.B., 1,966, University of Virginia. An editor of the Virgínía
Law Review, Professor Campfield joined the S.M.U. faculty after teach-
ing at the Notre Dame Law School. Prior to that time he practiced with
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey in Cleveland. He is a regular participant in
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continuing legal education programs dealing primarily with the subject of
estate planning. A Fellow of the American College of Probate Counsel,
and a member of the Executive Cor.¡ncil of the International Academy
of Estate and Trust Law, as well as a member of the American Bar
Association Section of Taxation, the Estate and Gift Tax Committee and
Fiduciary Transfer Tax Committee of the American College of probate
Counsel, he is currently chairman of the Committee on Tax Legislation
and Regulations Joint Property (Section of Real property probate and
Trust Law of the American Bar Association) and is editor of probate
Notes, a quarterly publication of the American College of probate Coun-
sel. He is also permanent chairman and editor of the Notre Dame Estate
Planning Institute and the SMU Estate Planning Institute. professor
campfield has also been a visiting Professor at the university of virginia
School of Law. He teaches courses in wills, trusts, and estate planning,
Bevenry Mev Cenr, Professor of Law, B.S.L., 1955, J.D., 1956, Uni-
versity of Southern California; LL.M., L957,Yale University. A former
Fulbright Scholar at the University of Chile Law School, Professor Carl
entered law teaching after completing ten years of service with the U.S.
Department of Commerce, the U.S. Treasury Department, and the U.S.
Agency for International Development. While with the latter Agency, she
served in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, for two years as Chief of the private In-
vestment Division of the American Embassy; subsequently, she worked as
Deputy Chief of the relief program during the Nigeria-Biafra War. In
1979, she was a Visiting Fulbright Professor at the University of padjad-jaran Law School in Indonesia, and has lectured throughout Latin
America, Asia and Australia. Having published extensively in the field of
public and private international law and development, Professor Carl
teaches International Trade and f¡¡y$frns¡f-þeveloping Nations, Com-
parative Frivate International Law and Contracts. In 1980, president
Carter appointed her to the United States Board of Foreign Scholarships.
Currently, under a grant from the Dana Foundation, she is writing a
book on international development law.
Nru" H. CocAN, Assocíate Professor of Law, Dipl., 1964, Gratz Col-
lege (Hebrew Studies); B.4., 1966, LL.B., 1969, úniversity of pennsyl-
vania. Professor Cogan clerked in Philadelphia and practiced in New
Jork City. He has taught, written and litigated in thó public law area.In 1980-81, he was Scholar-in-Residence, Civil Rights Division, Depart-
ment of Justice.
Wiruervr V, Dons¡,Nso,III, Professor of Law, 8.A,, 1967, University
of Pennsylvania; J.D., 1970, University of Texas. A member of phi Beta
Kappa, Grand Chancellor of the Order of Chancellors, and a member of
the__order of the coif, Professor Dorsaneo was a litigation specialist in
Dallas after graduation from law school. He is the priniipal auìhor of the
eighteen-volume Texas Litigation Guíde published by vtãtthew Bender &
company and the co-author of two casebooks entitled Texas pre-Trial
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other volumes on Texas litigation. He has published numerous lawjournal articles on creditors' rights, credit and consumer rights, and
civil procedure, and is a frequent teacher on Texas procedure at con-
tinuing legal education seminàrs. He is a regular on the advanced civil
trial and advanced family law programs presented annually by the State
Bar of Texas. He is also a very active member of the Committee on the
Administration of Justice and the Supreme Court Advisory Committee'
WenNrn Enrn, 8.4., 1970, Gymnasium Carolinum at Osnabrueck;
J.D., 1977; S.J.D., 1981, University of Muenster School of Law; LL'M',
1978, University of California at Berkeley. Professor Ebke is currently on
the faculty of the University of Muenster, Federal Republic of Germany,
and will be a Visiting Assistant Professor at Southern Methodist Univer-
sity School of Law for the academic year 1984-85. He will teach Business
Associations I & II, Legal Accounting, and a course in the international
law area.
Merrnew W. Fl¡qxtN, Professor ol Law,4.8., 1963, Ohio Wesleyan
University; LL.B., 1967, New York University; LL'M., 1973, Yale Uni-
versity. Prior to his association with SMU, Professor Finkin served on
the legal staff of the American Association of University Professors. He
teaches generally in the area of labor law.
Wrlrt¿vr J. Fr-trrrE, Prolessor ol Law, B.Sc.L., 1946, University of
Minnesota; LL.B., 1947, Columbia University. Professor Flittie served
as Assistant Attorney General of South Dakota for five years and as an
attorney with Texaco, Inc., for eight years prior to his joining the faculty
of SMU. He is on the Editorial Board of the Oil and Gas Reporter and
does the annual maintenance work for the eight volume treatise by W.
Summers, The Law ol Oíl and Gas. He has written many articles in the
areas of oil and gas and the law of antitrust. He teaches courses in oil
and gas law, antitrust law, contracts, and equitable remedies, and has
taught evidence, Texas land titles, abstracts, and legal ethics.
Je¡r,nrv M. Glne, Assistant Professor of Law, B'A', 1972, University
of California, Santa Barbara; J.D., 1976, Columbia University' Follow-
ing law school, Professor Gaba was a law clerk to Chief Justice Edward
Pringle of the Colorado Supreme Court. Prior to joining the faculty of
the School of Law he was an attorney with the Environmental Defense
Fund, and later in the office of the General Counsel, U'S. Environmental
Protection Agency in Washington, D.C' He has specialized in environ-
mental law and the regulation of the oil and gas industry' He teaches
courses in property, environmental law and related areas.
JonN E. KnNNrnv, Professor of Law, Ph.B., 1956; LL.B., 1959, Notre
Dame University; LL.M., 1964; J.S.D., 1970, Yale University. Following
graduation, Professor Kennedy was a law clerk for the Chief Judge of
the United States District Court for Minnesota and later practiced law in
Seattle. He has taught at several law schools, coming to S.M'U. from the
university of Kentucky. He specializes in the areas of procedure, federal
courts, and equitable remedies. He has published numerous articles in
I
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these fields and is a co-author of Moore's Federal Practice. In 1976,
Chief Justice 'Warren E. Burger appointed him Reporter to a Committee
which is now the Implementation Committee of the Judicial Conference
Committee of the United States on Admission of Attorneys to Federal
Practice, He also serves as the Law School Representative to the Associa-
tion of American Law Schools, and as the Southern Methodist University
Faculty Representative to the Southwest Athletic Conference.
HrNny J. Llscurn, Jn., Prolessor of Law, B.B.A., 1967; J.D., L97O,
University of Iowa; LL.M. (in Taxation), 1974, New York University.
Professor Lischer joined the SMU faculty after having taught at the
University of Alabama School of Law. Prior to that time he was engaged
in the practice o,f law in Los Angeles. He has published tax articles in
various professional journals and two Tax Management Portfolios: G¿lts
to Minors and Section 306 Stock. Professor Lischer is the Admissions
Examiner of the United States Tax Court. He has participated in numer-
ous continuing education programs including the University of Miami
Institute on Estate Planning. He teaches Corporate Taxation, Taxation
and Fiscal Policy, and Income Taxation of Trusts and Estates, as well
as the basic federal income taxation course. During 1984-85 he will be
on leave and serving as Professor-in-Residence on the staff of the Chief
Counsel of the Internal Revenue Service in Washington, D.C.
Tsor"rls W. Mevo, Assístant Professor ol Law,8.4., 1971, Amherst
College; J.D., 1977, Syracuse University College of Law. Following
graduation, Professor Mayo served as a law clerk to the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia and then wa$ an Associate with
the Rochester, New York firm of Nixon, Hargrave, Devans & Doyle from
1977-1979. Since that time he has been associated with the 'Washington,
D.C. ûrm of Covington & Burling. Professor Mayo will be an Assistant
Professor of Law and will teach courses in Procedure and related areas.
RosBnro G. M¡c LneN, University of Cambridge, 1954-1957; LL.B.,
1953; Doctor of Laws, 1961, Universidad Nacional Mayor de San Marcos
de Lima. Dr. Mac Lean is currently the Associate General Manager of
the Central Reserve Bank of Peru. He is a member of the Permanent
Court of International Arbitration of the Hague, and has served as Jus-
tice of the Supreme Court of Peru and as a practicing attorney with a
law firm in Peru. He has been a Professor of Private International and
Comparative Law at the Universidad Nacional Mayor de San Marcos de
Lima, as well as Visiting Professor at the Law Center of Louisiana State
University, University of Houston, and the University of Illinois at
Champaign, and was Dean of the faculty of Law at the Universidad
Catolica del Peru from 1972-1974. He will be a Visiting Professor of
Law for the fall semester 1984 and will teach Comparative Law and
International Organizations.
JosBpH W. McKNrcur, Professor ol Law,8.A., 1947, University of
Texas; 8.4., 1949; B.C.L., 1950; and M.A'., 1954, Oxford University;
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in the flelds of legal history, family law, and community property. He
has written extensively on the Spanish law influence on American juris-
prudence and is currently at work of his,Spanísh Impact on the American
Law oÍ Successíon. He is also the co-author with V/. A' Reppy of the
1983 casebook, Texas Matrimonial Property Law. ln 1967 he served
as a professor at the University of Edinburgh, and in 1976 he was on
leave at the University of Salamanca. He was a principal draftsman of
the Texas Family Code and its ongoing revisions and served as Director
of the Family Code Project of Texas, He served as a member of the
Board of Directors of the National Legal Aid & Defender Association
from 1963-1966, as Vice-President of the American Society for Legal
History in 1966-1968 and as a member of its Board of Directors from
1967-1975. He has served the Law School as the Associate Dean for
Academic Affairs ( 1977-1980).
CHlnLEs J. Monnrs, Professor of Law, A.B.' 1944, Temple University;
LL.B., 1948, Columbia University. Professor Morris specializes in labor
law a¡d is the editor-in-chief of the authoritalive Developíng Labor Law,
the two-volume treatise on the National Labor Relations Act published
last year by the American Bar Association. He was a visiting professor
at M'onash University, Melbourne, Australia, in 1'974 and at Cornell Uni-
versity in 1977-79. He has lectured or conducted research in numerous
countiies, including Canada, Sweden, Japan, Holland, Beglium' West Ger-
many, England, Australia, Austria, and Switzerland' He is the author of
numerous articles and a frequent lecturer on labor law. In 1978 he was
appointed by President Carter to a S-year term as a founding member
o?-th. F.deial Service Impasses Panel created under the Civil Service
Reform Act of 1978. He is also an active labor arbitrator. Prior to his
appointment on the SMU Law faculty, he was a partner in 
.a Dallas,law
frrm specializing in labor law. At SMU he teaches courses in labor law'
collective bargãining and arbitration, legislative and administrative
process, perspectives on American law, and Code of Professional Re-
sponsibility.
FnEpenrcr C. Moss, Assocíate Professor ol Law,4.8., 1965, George-
town University; J.D., 1968, Villanova University; LL.M., 1977,Hatvard
University. After serving as a prosecutor with the U.S. Attorney's Office
in Washington, D.C., Professo,r Moss was a Teaching Fellow and Lecturer
at the Harvard Law School. He has served as a faculty team leader at
several seminars designed to teach trial skills to practicing lawyers and
since 1980 he has been the National Institute for Trial Advocacy's south-
ern regional director. He co-authored chapter 11, entitled, "The Expert
Witness: Observations on His Selection, Preparation and Direct Exami-
nation," in The Trial ol a Product Líability Case, as well as the Teachers
Manual lor NITA Problems and Cases ín Trial Advocacy. His article
"The Sweeping Claims Exception and the Federal Rules of Evidence"
appeared in the first issue of the 1982 Duke Law Journal. He was a
guest lecturer at the Southwestern Legal Foundation's Twentieth Annual
Institute on Patent Law where he delivered a paper entitled "Improving
Administration, Faculty, and Staff t9
Communication Skills for Lawyers." He has also spoken before the Dallas
Young Lawyers Association about the new Texas Code of Evidence. Pro-
fessor Moss has taught courses in criminal law, evidence, trial advocacy,
criminal procedure, and professional responsibility.
Jou¡¡ J. MyLAN, Prolessor of Law,8.S., 1961, Fordham University;
J.D., 1964, Stanford Law School; LL.M., in Taxation, 1965, New York
University. Professor Mylan practiced law in Southern California for five
years before joining the Willamette University College of Law in 1970.
A specialist in the area of taxation, he has lectured at various tax con-
ferences and has served on the law faculty of the New York University
Graduate Tax Program and the University of Florida Graduate Tax
Program and as Director of Willamette's Annual Tax Conference. He
is currently chairman of the SMU Annual Federal Tax Planning Sym-
posium. He has published numerous articles on taxation including an
article on the Current Tax Treatment of Education Costs. He teaches
Corporate Taxation, Partnership Taxation, Professional Corporations,
and Taxation and Fiscal Policy, as well as the basic federal income taxa-
tion course.
Canr¡ A. Nerrnv, Assìstant Professor ol Law,B.A., 1974, Duke Uni-
versity; J.D, 1976, University of Florida. An editor of. the Universíty ol
Florida Law Review and a member of the Order of the Coif, Professor
Neeley practiced law with the Atlanta law firm of King and Spalding.
She teaches courses in wills, trusts, estate planning problems, and incorne
tax problems of exempt organizations.
JosBpu Jupn NonroN, Professor ol Law, A.8., 1966, Providence Col-
lege; LL.B. (honors), 1969, University of Edinburgh; LL.M., 1970,
University of Texas; S.J.D., 1973, University of Michigan; Diplome(droit prive), 1976, Hague Academy of International Law. Prior tojoining the law faculty in 1981, Professor Norton was a partner with
the Dallas firm of Locke Purnell Boren Laney & Neely and was an
Adjunct Professor of Law at the Law School, From 1973-1981 he had
been a director of Dallas Legal Services, serving as its President in 1976-
77 and in 1984 was again appointed a director. Professor Norton has
written extensively in domestic and international law journals, primarily
respecting co,rporations and international business transactions. His pres-
ent writing interests concern domestic and international banking, serving
as a member of the A.B.A. and Texas State Bar Banking committees.
He recently co-authored the authoritative Banking Law Manual and pub-
lished a two-volume treatise on Regulation ol Business Enterprise ín the
U.S.A. He serves as chairperson of the Co,mmittee on Graduate Legal
Studies, is a founder and director of the University's annual Institute on
International Finance, and is the director of the Law School's annual
conference on international law matters. Professor Norton teaches Busi-
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D¿r.rler- Q. PosrN, Associate Prolessor ol Law, B'A'' 19.63' -University
of California at Berkeley; Vf.e., f.b., 196':.,Yale University; LL'M' (in
rr*"ti""1, 1g75, New vork university. professor Posin has served as con-
*it^rt to iìalph'Nader and the consumers union and has been a lecturer
ál it. ùni".isity of East Africa under a Rockefeller Foundation pro-
;;;. H" ,ãiu.ä u, r-"littutiu. Assistant to Congressman William F'iy"it 
^t¿ has engaged 
in private practice in San Francisco' Prior to
iài"i"g tn. Srvru-rãcurty Ë¡ofessoi- Posin was on the faculty of theH;ì;i;" University School of Law. He is the author of a number of law
;;;ñ uiti"l., in the fleld of individual and corporate taxation and.has
lecturedatvarioustaxinstitutesthroughoutthecountry'H9is|he'author
;ï th" treatise Federal Income Taxatlon of Indívíduals, West Publishingð;ñ^i;t H;.nbook Series, which appears in both a lawyer's edition and
a student edition.
Ro¡nrM.Rer,o,ProfessorofLaw,B'S',8'A''L965;J'D''-L969'
C"o.g;to*n Univeriity. Érofessoi Reed served as staff attorney for the
public Defender service ror ttr. District of columbia and as Director of
the Criminal Justice Cinic, Maryland Division of the Georgetown-.Uni-
uå.riiv law Center ¡.fåt" joining the faculty of SMU' He has published
tuw ¡óu.nut articles on weliare fiaud, criminal procedure' and.the .SMUð.i-inut Justice Clinic, where he serves as Diiector' In addition to his
criminat clinic duties, ír. .".u., as Associate Dean for clinical Educa-
tion. He also teaches the course in expert testimony' He was awarded a
ful¡rigttt Lectureship to Japan for the 1982-83 academic year where he
lectureä on constitutìonal ciiminal procedure at the University of Tokyo'
C. Plur RocERS, llI, Professor of Law, B'A', 1970; J'D'' 1973'.Uni-
u.r.ity of Texas; LL.\i., 1977, Columbia University' He practiced law
in fennsytvania before acceptíng the Krulewitch Fellowship from the
ColumbiaLawSchool.Herubreq-uentlyjoinedthefacultyofLoyolaUni-
,ÑtV of Chicago. He has .".u.d u. ãn antitrust consultant and spoken
oi-"ontinuing lelal education programs' Professor Rogers has published
articles in the areas of antitruit law, contracts, and regulated industries
and his antitrust casebook will be published by Matthew Bender & Co'
this fall. He teaches courses in contracts, business torts, antitrust law,
and commercial transactions and presently serves the Law School as
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs'
JBswtrp W. Seucusl, Dean and Professor of Law, A'B'' 1960'
Hamilton College; J.D., 1963, Harvard University; Diplome d'F'tudes
Francaises, 195õ, University of Paris. Dean Salacuse has had extensive
i.utt i"g und .esóurch 
""p.ii.n". in Africa and the Middle 
East during
the pai fifteen years, including appointments as professor of law in
ÑigJ.iu, Zaire, Súdan and Lebanon. He was also the Ford Foundation's
Utdle Bast Regional Adviser on Law and Development,-as w-ell as the
Associate Direclor of the African Law Center at Columbia University.
Fluent in French, he has published books and articles on Middle Eastern
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clude International Busíness Planníng:Law and Taxatíon (5 vols.) (with
Streng), An Introduction to Law ín French-Speakíng Afríca (2 vols.),
and Nigerian Family Low (with Kasunmu). In addition, he seryes as a
consultant to the Ford Foundation, the U.S. State Department, and to the
United States Agency for International Development. He is also a mem-
ber of the Board of the Council for International Exchange of Scholars,
the body which administers the Fulbright program. A former Wall Street
practitioner, he teaches Legal Problems of International Business and
Business Associations'
DeNrBl- W. SHur"raN, Professor of Law,8.S., 1969; J.D., 1972, Uni-
versity of Arizona. An editor of. the Arizonø Law Revíenr and a member
of the Order of the Coif, Professor Shuman served as a legal aid attorney
in Tucson, Arizona, and later as Assistant Attorney General of Arizona
in Phoenix, Arizona, with responsibility in a variety of areas, including
mental health law. He is the author of numerous articles on the civil
commitment process and is the recipient of a grant from the Hogg
Foundation to conduct field research in mental health law. He is the co-
author of a recent major empirical study of the effect of the psycho-
therapist-patient privilege on health care delivery and judicial decision-
making. He teaches courses in procedure, evidence, law and psychiatry,
and medicoJegal problems.
Eu,nN K. Sor.eNnrn, Professor of Law, A.8., 1944, Oberlin College;
J.D., 1971, Southern Methodist University. An editor of the Southwestern
Law Journal, Professor Solender joined the faculty upon graduation
from the School of Law. She teaches courses in family law, matrimonial
property, torts, and civil rights, specializing in problems of speech and
press. She has written several law journal articles in the areas of family
law and has co-authored with Professor Alan R. Bromberg their Manual
on Research Methods and Legal Writing. Professor Solender is legal con-
sultant to several public and private welfare agencies, was an organizer
and is now a director of Sherry Lane National Bank, and is active in
civic and university affairs.
Werrsn W. Stanle, Jx., Professor of Law, LL.B., 1957, Southern
Methodist University; LL.M., 1969, University of Texas..Formerly Chief
Counsel and Director of the Dallas Legal Services Project, Professor
Steele teaches courses in criminal justice administration, criminal law,
Texas criminal procedure, juvenile delinquency, and professional respon-
sibility. He has published numerous law review and bar journal articles
on criminal law, professional responsibility and law office economics, and
he is the editor and co-author of tne Texos luvenile Defense Manual
Professor Steele has served as Director of the criminal Justice clinic and
was Associate Dean for Clinical Education for eight years. He is active
as a member and advisor to numerous State Bar and local bar committees.
Howeno J. Tau¡sNrBLD, ProÍessor of Law, A.8., 1947; LL.B., 1948;
and.Ph.D,, 1958, Columbia University. Professor Taubenfeld teaches pri-
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ogy, ethics, property law, and family. law' He is the co-author of the
;ñ;.;;ì;;';o.Ë *ítn Piof..,ot rhilip Jessup on controts for outer
Space; co-author ot ni"i,-litce, Lai and Southern Alríca; editor of
öt"iLtlirs ,h"e lheøthei; and is also the author of a five-volume work
;;;;; Ji;*"ination in International Law and organizations. He.is a
""rr"fifi to the Tunisian 
government in the preparation of their environ-
mental laws. He i, a ðãn"s.rltunt to the U.S. Department of .State; theË""i-tr-"ttal Protectiãn Àgttt"y; the National Sðience Foundation; the
ñ"tiå"J center for Atmospñeric Research; scripps Institution of ocean-
.*"or.tu,andN.O.A.A.ProfessorTaubenfeldhastaughtinFrance,Mex-
;""o, i.rael, Greece and England'
Cr¡¡RrBs T, Tnnnv, Assistant Professor o| Law,8.A,, |967, Stanford
University; J.D., 1981, S;lin*"tt"tn Universitv School of Law; LL'M'(in Taxation ), 1982, N¿* iott University Stnool of Law' Professorì;;ú;;; u'g"n".uí iuito.. of Advanced.Taxation Svstems in.Long
Beach, California t.ottiisig-rs82 and has since served as Acting Assist-
ãni-_frof...or at the Nl* yort University School of Law' Professor
T;;ú ;iii bã u" e..i.t*t Professor of Láw and will teach courses in
the area of taxation.
M.cxINe T' McCoNNELL-TonlN, Assistant Prolessor ol Law' B'4"
ßio; ll-.s., rs5s, soulhe.n vt"itto¿itt university' After law school'
it.i;.;; i;tin practiceá- *ittt ttt" Dallas firm of Tobin & McConnell
before becoming an 




s";il., Þioje"tî p.of"r.o, íobin is Director of the civil cases clinic
at the School of Law oná nu. authored the teaching materials fo-r plead-
i"g u"¿ p.uctice in Legal Clinic. cases involving juveniles' divorces'
;à?p;i";, iuardianship, ind related .areas' She has served as Secretary
andcouncilmemberortn"AmericanBarAssociationFamilyLaw
Section,
VI¡¡cBNr S. Wurowtt]K, Professor of Law, B'A'' 1968; J'D'' l9:lI'
Uniu"Ãitv of Illinois. A former Ñotes and Comments Editor of the Unï
iiìr¡ty oi lllinois Low Forum, professor v/alkowiak practiced in lvlinne-
.Àtu í"rá.. joining the faculty of the Florida State university School of
Lu*, 
"o-ing to JIvtU in 
tgiT. He has published numerous law review
articles in the areas of personal injuries and products.lþbllitl and edited
four books of materiâl on proáucts liability published . by . Matthew
s-".r¿", & company. rr. nu, bJen on the faculty of the National .Institute
forTrialAdvocacyatbothregionalandnationalprogramsandisacon-
l.i¡"ti"g author tó ttreir publióations as well as appearing on continuing
legal edîcatio., prog.u-* in various states' He is the chairman of thepioá.,"t, Liabiliiy Iìrstitute which conducts an annual products liability
;ñ;;;il. He is co_advisor to the Trial Advocacy program and founded
aîd^co-advises the Trial Advocacy club. He teaches courses in trial
uàuo"u"y, torts, products liability and compensation systems'
H¡nvnv WNco, Professor of Law, B'4" 1958, Birmingham Southern
CotLg.; M.4., t959; il-.g, tg6z, Vanderbilt University' A member of
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Phi Beta Kappa, Professor Wingo was an Associate Editor on Vanderbilt
Law Review and served in the Judge Advocate General's Corps, U.S.
Army 1962-1967. He teaches courses in criminal law, constitutional law,
constitutional criminal procedure and mental conditions and criminal
liability. In May, 1982, he received the first annual Dr. Don M. Smart
Teaching Award, Professor Wingo has edited two casebooks for use in
his constitutional law classes: Leading Constitutíonal Cases on the Fed-
eral System and Leading Constittuional Cases on Substantíve Ríghts ol the
Indívídual, and he is the author of several law review articles.
Prrnn WrNssrP, Assocíate Professor ol Law,8.4., 1965; LL.B., 1968,
Harvard University; LL.M., 1973, University of London (London School
of Economics); candidate for the J.S.D., Yale University. Professor V/in-
ship teaches primarily in the areas of corporate and commercial law,
although he has taught seminars on American legal history, comparative
commercial law, and law & ethics. He has seryed as a legal adviser to the
Imperial Ethiopian Ministry of Commerce and Industry, and as a Lec-
turer at Haile Selassie I University in Addis Ababa. During the academic
year 1979-80, Professor Winship was a Visiting Professor at the Uni-
versity of California at Berkeley and in 1981-82 he was Visiting Fellow
at Trinity College, Oxford. The author of a number of books and articles
in his areas of expertise, he is currently working on a commercial trans-
actions casebook and a treatise on personal property leasing,
ADJUNCT FACULTY
JBnnBn G. BreNcneRD, JR., 8.A., 1973, Yale University; LD., 1973,
Vanderbilt University; LL.M., 1980, New York Universify, Lecturer
in Law
MIcu¡Bt- M. BooNr, B.B.A., 1964; J.D., 1967, Southern Methodist Uni-
versity, Adjunct Professor ol Law
Rol¡ro R. Cnnsswr,rr, B.4., 1964; LL.B., 1967, University of Texas;
LL.M., 1970, Georgetown University, Lecturer in Law
Menrc A. Dounnonr,8.A.,7967, The American University;J.D., 197O,
Washington College of Law, The American University, Lecturer ín
Law
J¡.cx R. DuceN, B.B.A., 1963, University of Texas; J.D., 1969, Southern
Methodist University, Lecturer in Law
JouN R. FEAruEn, 8.4., 1958; LL.B., 1959, Baylor University, Lecturer
in Law
Prrnn A. FnanxlrN, III, 8.4., 1966, Ohio Wesleyan University; J.D.,
1969, Southern Methodist University, Lecturer ín Law
Mlc¡repr P. GrnsoN, 8.S., 1966, Texas Wesleyan College; M.S,, 1969,
University of Texas at Houston; J.D., 1971, Southern Methodist Uni-
versity, Lecturer in Law
D¡,vro G. GrrcrMAN, B.B.A., 1959; Texas A&M; LL.B., 196l, Univer-
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Josepu F. Gum, B.^', 1976', M'A', 1979; J'D'' 1979' University of
Virginia, Lecturer ín Law
H¡norn HoFnMeN, B'8.4., 1941; LL'B,, 1947, University of Texas-
Austin, Lecturer ín Law
LAwneNcB R. JoNrs, Jn., B.A., lg65, Texas Christian University; J'D"
- 19¿8, Southern Methodist University, Lecturer ín Law
HrnnrRr S. Kr'Nnnlcr, B.B,A', 1957; LL'B', 1960, Southern Methodist
--Uniu"..ity; LL,M,, i961, Hutuurd University, Adiunct Professor of
Law
Mlcsnrr, A. McCt-sLLANp, 8.S., 1'971; J'D', 1976, Louisiana State Uni-
- -t"..iiy; LL.M', 1983, Sotlthern Methodist University' Lecturer ín Law
CsenlBs R. McCoNecHln, 8.4., 1965, University of Texas; J'D'' 1968'
St. Mary's University, Lecturer ín Law
M¡rr McKooL, JR,, 8.4., 1971, Notre Dame; !'D', 1974, University of
Texas-Austin, Lecturer ín Law
Menr V. MunuY, B'4., 1970; J.D', 1974, University of Texas-Austin'
Lecurer ín Law
J. A¡¡-rsoNy PArrEnsoN, 8.4., 1970, coe college; J.D., 1973, southern
Methodist University, Lecturer ín Law
RonlN E. PHnLAN, B.S,B,A., 1963; J'D', 1970, The Ohio State Univer-
sity, Lecturer in Law
MIcneEl S. QuINN, B'4., 1965, University of Texas-Austin; Ph'D" 1972'
úniversity-of pittsburgh; J.D., 1gg0, university of Missouri-Kansas
CitY
Rusr E, Ruo, 8.4., 1954; J.D', 1960, University of Virginia' Lecturer
ín Law
G. Touls Rnonus, B'4., 1968; J.D.,7971, Southern Methodist Univer'
si|y, Lecturer in Law
Wlllttlvt J. Rocnel-l,r, Jn., 4.8., 1938; J.D', 1940, George Washington
UniversitY, Lecturer in Law
Jeups A. Rotne, B.A', 1964, Austin College; J'D'' 1968, University of
Texas at Austin, Lecturer ín Law
Fonnnsr SMItu, B'A., 1949, Southwestern University; J'D', 1958; LL'M"
1963, Southern Methodist University, Lecturer in Law
Wrlrreu C. Srnocr, B'B'4., 1964; J.D., 1967, Southern Methodist Uni-
versity, Lecturer in Law
W.SrrpHsNSweYze,B'A',1963,southernMethodistUniversity;LL.B.'
1966, University of Texas-Austin, Adiunct Professor of Law
RoNeI-p V. TnunulN, B.E.S', 1965, Brigham Young University; J'D''
1968, University of Utah; LL.M', 1970, George Washington Univer-
sity, Lecturer ín Law
hvrsH.WlrLPr'IsrntN,B.A.,1964,Washington&LeeUniversity;J'D"
1967, Southern Methodist University, Adiunct Professor of Løw
L. N. D, WBLLs, Jn., 4.B., 1934, Texas Christian University; LL'B''
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F¡rrn Wrrr.leus, 8.4., 1963, Radcliffe College; M.4., 1967; Ph.D''
1973, Columbia University, Lecturer ín Law
Dox.lr-p J. ZenN, B.A', 1963; LL'M., 1967, New York University; LL.B,'
1966, Albany Law School, Union University, Adiunct Professor ol
Law
LIBRARY STAFF
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s2o1 scHool oF LA\ür CALENDAR
SUMMER SESSION, 1984
May 22, TuesdaY: Reglstration.
May 23, Wednesday: First day of Classes.
May 25, Friday: Last Day for Adding and Dropping Courses.
May 28, Monday: Memorial Day (Holiday)'
July 4, Wednesday: Independence Day (Holiday).
July 13, Friday: Last DaY of Classes.
July 16, Monday: Examinations Begin'
July 21, Saturday: Examinations End.
FALL SEMESTER, 1984
Aueust 2O-21, Monday-Tuesdayt Registration.
August 22, Wednesday: First Day of Classes.
August 28, Tuesday: Last Day for ,{dding and Dropping Courses.
September 3, Monday: Labor Day (Holiday).
November 22-23, Thvúay-Friday: Thanksgiving Recess.
November 30, Friday: Last Day of Classes.
Decembor 4, Tuesday: Examinations Begin.
December 15, Saturday: Examinations End,
SPRING SEMESTER, 1985
January 7-8, Monday-Tuesday: Registration,
January 9, Wednesday: First Day of Classes.
January 15, Tuesday: Last Day for Adding and Dropping Courses.
March 29, Friday: Spring Recess Begins at Close of Classes,
April 8, Monday: Çlasses Resume.
Aprit 26, Friday: Last Day of Classes.
April 30, Tiresday: Examinations Begin.
May 11, Saturday: Examinations End.
May 14, Ttresday: Grades Due for Graduating Seniors,
May 77, Friday: Bacçalaureate.
May 18, Saturday: Commencement and Hooding Ceremo,ny.
Offices of the University will be closed luly 4, Soptember 3, November 22,23,
lÌtcember 24,25,26, and December 31, 19'84; January l, April 5, and May27, lgg5,
TT
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ñ202 THE SCHOOL OF LA\lür of Southern Methodist uni'
ä.ìt *u,.r,u¡llrted in February 1g25. The school is a member of the
ÀsroCation of American Law Schools and is approved by the Section of
Ligri g¿"""tion and Admissions to the Bar of the American Bar Asso-
ciation.
sMU's School of Law is open to applicants without regard to race,
ethnic or national origin, religion, physiõal handicap, creed or sex. (See
g301 on Admissions')
s202.1 PROGRAMS AND INSTRUCTION
J.D. DscnBB.-The J.D' (juris doctor) is the first law degree normally
obtained in three years of siudy. Approximately 675 full-time students
oi" pt.ruittg this áegree. The primiry purpose of the J'D' program is
prepãration-for the þractice of lu*, private,or-public' The. currictrlum
òo-Ui.r., training in the science and method of law, knowledge of the
substance and piocedure of law, understanding of the rgle oj. law in
society, and pràctical experience in handling professional.problems. It
also éxplores^the responiibility of lawyers and their relations to other
,"g-".i. of society. See, Sectións III and VII below for detailed discus-
siõn of the J.D. program and its unusually rich variety of courses.
Most courses are national or international in scope, although emphasis
on Texas law is available for those who plan to practice in Texas. Many
graduates choose to practice in the southwest, but there are SMU School
õf tu* graduates in all parts of the United States; similarly, most stu-
dents come from the Soúthwest or Midwest, but there are students rep-
resenting all parts of the country.
Col"rsINE'oJ.D.-M.B.A.Pnocn¡u.-TheschoolofLawandtheGrad-
uateDivisionoftheEdwinL.CoxSchoolofBusinessofferajoint
piåitu* leading to the J'D. and the M'B'A' (master of business. admin-
istrãtion) in foúr years. The program is clesigned for law practice with
a strong business 
-background 
and for business careers with a strong
legal ba-ckground' See Section IV for detailed description'
coplnrNno J.D.-M.P.A. Pnocn¡vr.-The school of Law and the Grad-
,rut" piog.u- in public Administration of the School of Humanities and
Sciencesãffer a joint course of study leading to the J'D' and the M'P'A'
irnu.t.. of publið administration) in four years' The program is designed
General Information 3L
for those persons who desire career opportunities in the public sector. See
Section V.
THE Cr,rNrc,,\L Pnocn^lus. The school sponsors several clinical programs
that provide students with an opportunity to earn academic credit while
engaging in the actual practice of law. For this work the school provides
secretaries ancl offices conveniently located on the Law School campus.
All clinical programs are under the supervision of the Associate Dean
for Clinical Education and a full-time stafi of practicing attorneys' The
clinics serve clients from Dallas County in civil, criminal, and tax cases.
Students interview clients, prepare pleadings, and present cases in court
with the assistance of the clinic supervisors. Clinic students also attend
weekly classes dealing with techniques of the practice of law. This work
is open to second- and third-year students' In addition, students are pro'
vided an opportunity to work for credit as externs in selected legal insti-
tutions such as the Office of the District Attorney and other government
offices.
TnB CoNTtNUINc LEcAL EnuceuoN Pnocuvr provides professional
development seminars and publications for the practicing bar. The pro-
gram enhances the general curriculum by expanding the scope of course
offerings and bringing outstanding practitioners, jurists and professors
from other schools to SMU to lecture in their particular specialized fields'
Law students may attend these courses at no charge, and purchase the
course materials that are prepared exclusively for these seminars at a
nominal fee. Recent programs include: Second Annual Institute on
International Finance, Short Course on the Law of the National Labor
Relations Act, Fifth Annual Symposium on Product Liability, Eighth
Biennial Specialists Symposium on Texas Family Law and Community
Property, Sixth Annual Estate Planning Institute, Multi-State Labor Law
Seminar, International Law and the Future World Order, Sixth Annual
Symposium on Federal Tax Planning, and Antitrust: Law and Litigation,
Additional seminars and short courses are presented at various times
throughout the year,
Aov¡NcBp DscRrBs.-The general LL.M. and LL.M. (Taxation) de-
grees for U.S. law trained graduates, the LL.M. (Comparative and Inter-
national Law) degrees for non-U.S. trained law graduates and the S.J.D.
advance research degree for both U.S. and non-U.S. law trained grad-
uates are described in Section VI. Approximately 75 full-time and 75
part-time students are enrolled in these graduate programs.
s202.2 THE LAW SCHOOL QUADRANGLE
SMU is located in suburban University Park (a residential commu-
nity with shopping areas) approximately five miles from the business
center of Dallas, Texas. The Law School Quadrangle occupies six acres
on the northwest corner of the campus.
The Quadrangle contains four buildings:
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-Storey Hall, completed 
in 1949 and last renovated in 1980' contains
administrative offices, i^"tfiy library and offices' an auditorium' and
clinical and other facilities.
-Florence 
Hall, completely remodeled in 1968' contains class and
seminar rooms and a court room'
-Lawyers 
Inn, completed in 1949 and redecorated in 1967' contains
n"i";;;;;a;rs for 80 ^students, dining rooms' and recreation areas' See
9204 below.
-Underwood 
Law Library, completed in 1970' contains- o-pen stacks
for 4i0,000 volumes, and calels anã comfortable seating of all students'
See $202.3 below.
The buildings are modified Georgian architecture' as are the rest of
SrriÜ;t u"ilJi.igt, and are centrally air-conditioned and heated'
s202.3 THE UNDERWOOD LAW LIBRARY
Preparation for the legal profession requires knowledge and skill in
the 
-discovery 
and maniiulaiion of information. Familiarity with the
materiat, aná services oi a law library is essential to effective perform-
ance as a law student and as an attorney'
The Underwood Law Library, containing more than one-quarter mil-
lion volumes, is one or tn. major legal information resources in the
United States.
American legal materials, federal and' state, include constituttons,
r.giriãiit" 
"ornpìlutiont, 
admínistrative regulations' and the reported deci-
,iãn. or appellate couris of all jurisdictions. The treatise holdings cover
all areas of the law with special strength in corporate' securities',and tax
matters. Some 1300 perioåical titles, ¡arge numbers of Texas and United
il;;;;;;"-ent dãcuments, appellate papers for cases in the Texas
S"p;;-î Cãurt and the Supremó Court õf ttt" United States in micro-
ior'_r, *¿ all of the related digests, citators, encyclopedia and indices
round out a comprehensive current information resource'
Foreign law, developed selectively,.includes primary source material'





p,rtfi-utions from various organizations throughout the world'
Technologyhasalsoproduceclinformationandindexingservicesfor
the iegal prã'fession. New legal research skills are needed to utilize auto-
mated and microtext servicãs. These services and training are provided
in the LibrarY.
Campuslibraries,withcollectionsofmorethanoneandone-halfmil-
lion voÎumes, are accessible to support legal research'
Finally, a highly trained staff is available for reference and legal re-
search aisistance. The Underwood Law Library is capable of supporting
the teaching and research effort of the Law School community and of
contributing to the honing of basic skills needed by the law student and
attorneY.
s202,4 STUDENT CONDUCT
Students are expected to conduct themselves as prospective members
of ìhe legal profession, A student Code of Professional Responsibility,
which wãs dìafted by a student/faculty committee, approved by the
faculty, and ratified by the student body, is in effect. students should
familiïrize themselves with the standards and disciplinary procedures
orovided in the disciplinary code. In addition, matriculation in the Uni-
iersity constitutes a declaration of cornpliance with all University rules
and regulations.
Students are not permitted, without the written consent of the dean,
either individual or collectively, to use the name of the university or
of the School of Law in any activity outside the regular work of the
school.
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s202.5 POLICY ON DISCRIMINATION
Southern Methodist University School of Law is committed to a policy
against discrimination based on sex, age, race, color, religion, creed, phy-
sical handicap, or national origin. This policy applies to the activities of
the Law School in admissions, placement, housing facilities, scholarships,
grants and all other academic and non-academic opportunities-including
those which are honorary. Further, the facilities of the Placement Service
are available only to employers who conform to a non-discriminatory
policy in hiring.
Any individual who feels that the policy on non-discrimination has been
violated by the Law School or by an employer using the Placement Service
may file a written complaint with the Grievance Committee. This commit-
tee, under the direction of the Dean of the Law School, is charged with
investigating such complaints to determine whether there has been a vio-
lation of the non-discrimination policy and to impose appropriate sanc-
tions. Additional information on this grievance procedure may be ob-











































A catalogue supplement, Financìal Informatìon-SMU-1984-85' is
issued by the Office of the Vice President fo'r Finance and Administration.
It provides the general authority and reference for SMU financial regula-
tions and obligations, as well as detailed information concerning tuition,
fees, and living expenses incurred while attending Southern Methodist
University. The catalogue supplement is available at the office of the Uni-
versity Cashier and in the office of the dean of each school. It will be
mailed, upon request, from any of these offices'
For optional or additional charges, and for information which may
apply specially to each school, see the current issue of the catalogue sup'
plement, F ínanc íal I nf ormation-SM U 
- 
I 9 I 4' I 5 .
Students registering in the Continuation Student Registration are re-
sponsible for payment being received in !h9 Cashier's Office by the due
date (given to students at registration). No confirmation of receipt of
payment will be sent. If an invoice has not been received two weeks prior
lo'the due date, the Cashier's Office should be contacted. The registration
of students whose accounts remain unpaid on the due date will be can-
celed. Students registering in Late Registration must pay at the time of
registration.
An enrolled student whose University account becomes delinquent or
who is in any manner indebted to the University may be withdrawn
from the rolls of SMU and be denied the recording and certification
services of the Office of the Registrar, including the issuance of a tran-
script or diplorna.
Arrangements for financial assistance from Southern Methodist Uni-
versity must be made in advance of registration in accordance with the
application schedule established by the Office of Financial Aid. A student
should not expect such assistance to settle delinquent accounts.
A condensed summary of Graduate School Charges 1984-85 is given







Master of Liberal Arts
Theology
All other graduate students
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Room: $870 per seme$ter for double occupancy in traditional residence
halls; $895 per semester for double occupaney in Lawyers Inn
and S.B. Perkins Hall. Please consult the Office of Housing for
nontraditio,nal residence accornmodations and rates.
Board: $964.60 (includes sales tax) Iter semester.
Fe¿s: Maximum charge for general student fee is $390 per semester, not






s2o4 HOUSING AND MEALS ANDOTHER SERVICES
s204.1 LAWYERS INN ROOM AND BOARD
Law students are free to live and eat where they choose, excepting those
students who, if they elect to live in Lawyers Inn, are required to take all
meals there.
Lawyers Inn, located in the School of Law quadrangle, provides resi-
dence accommodations for 80 unmarried students, The room rental rate
for a Fall or Spring Semester is $895 for each person in a double room.
A few single rooms are available at a semester rental rate of $1,115 and
$1,330. Rooms are engaged for the regular academic year, which consists
of two se,mesters, Residents who wish to remain in the,ir rooms between
Fall and Spring Semesters may do so by making special arrangements
with the director of Lawyers Inn. An additional rental will be charged.
The rooms are comfortably furnished. Application for residence must
be made on a form supplied by the Office of Housing of the University
and must be accompanied by a deposit of $100. Approval of application
may not be given until the applicant is accepted for admission to the
School of Law. Application forms are sent automatically to all students
accepted for admission.
Meals are served Monday through Friday in the Lawyers Inn Dining
Room and Saturday through noon Sunday in the Umphrey Lee Student
Center. The Lawyers Inn Dining Room is open to all students and to
their guests. Those using the dining room (except students living in the
inn) may pay for each meal separately or may contract at the time of
registration for meals for a full semester.
The cost of meals for one semester is $964,60, including 6 percent sales
tax, payable at the time of registration.
Rates for rooms and meals are subject to change at lhe beginning of
any semester or Summer Session,
s2o4.2 ON-CAMPUS FACILITTES FOR MARRIED STUDENTS
Limited on-campus facilities are available for married students. In-fo¡mation concerning these facilities may be obtained by writing theOffice of Housing of the University. A number of University-owned
apartments are located near the school of Law. For information write toSMU Apartment Office, Box 352, SMU, Dallas, Texas TSZTS.
s204.3 cHrLD CARE FACTLTTY
" 
There is a fully-licensed child-care facility on campus. For further in-
lg..,u,ign..pt:ase-write, Director, SMU preéchool anà Day Care Center,Hawk Hall, SMU, Dallas, Texas 75275.
s2or FINANCIAL AID
s205.1 SCHOLARSHIPS
A limited number of awards of full tuition and fees are made annually
to entering first year students. The Financial Aid committee endeavors
iã ,rre tt 
"-uvaila6le 
funds to attract students who' will enhance the Law
school as demonstrated by their undergraduate averages, LSAT scores'
ã"ã fif" experiences. Normally these grãnß are renewed for the second
ãlã tfrlr¿ years provided the student ranks in the top quarter of the
class. Failure to meet the academic requirement results in a decrease in
the amount awarded or a cancellation of the award'





HerroN w. Sulrlrens sCUOrensnrps.-Five scholarships which cover
the cost of full tuition and fees, roorn and board, and a reasonable
amount for books for three years are awarded each year to qualified
entering students who are residents of, or who are attending colleges or
univerJities in Texas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, New Mexico, Arkansas'
Kansas, Nebraska or Missouri. These scholarships are,awarded.primarily
on the basis of undergraduate achievement. completed applications must
be on file in the office of Admissions of the School of Law by January
15 to be considered for the following Fall semester. Prospective students





Tr-rE, S.{n,{H T. HucHes Drvensrrv Llw Fprrowsnrp
The sarah T. Hughes Diversity Law Fellowship was established by the
Dallas Bar Foundatlon to enable men and women from minority groups
and others traditionally under-represented in the legal profession to_ ob'
tui" u i"guf education ät ttr" Scttool of Law of Southern Methodist Uni-
versity a-nd subsequently enter the legal profession. The Fellowship pro-
























and books. The Fellowship is awarded initially for one year and is re-
newable for the second and third years of study, provided the recipient's
academic performance is satisfactory. A Diversity Law Fellowship will
also have the opportunity during the flrst and second summers of Law
School to work as an associate with several of the larger law firms in
Dallas. Completed applications must be on file in the Office of Admis-
sions at the School of Law by March 1 to be considered for the follow-





Ronr,nr Grn,,rr-o Sronry ScgorlnsHlp rN INtEnNetIoNAL AND Covrpan¡.-
rrvn Lew
The Hatton W. Sumners Foundation has established the Robert Gerald
Storey Scholarship in International and Comparative Law for an inten-
sive course of study in international and foreign legal problems in the
Graduate School of American and Foreign Law of Southern Methodist
University. Candidates for this scholarship may be United States lawyers
or lawyers from other nations of the world. The course of study extends
over a period of one academic year. Upon successful completion of the
program, a Master of Comparative Law Degree will be granted to lawyers
not previously trained in the Anglo-American law and the Master of Laws
Degree for lawyers who were previously trained in Anglo-American law,
One scholarship for each academic years is available and provides full
tuition and fes, room and board at Lawyers Inn in the Law Quadrangle
or the monetary equivalent thereof, and books. Completed applications
must be on file in the Office of Admissions at the School of Law by
March I to be considered for the following fall semester. For additional







All students at the School of Law, including entering students, are
eligible for loans under several loan programs. Most of the available loan
programs are administered by the University Office of Financial Aid.
Each application is judged on an individual basis. Some of the factors
considered are the student's income, assets, expenses, and the purpose
for which the loan is requested. Additional infoimation may be ottaineo
by writing to: Director of Financial Aid, Office of Financiál Aid, South-
ern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas 75275. The deadline for such
applications is March l.
s2o6 A\øARDS
Unless indicated by an asterisk (*), or stated otherwise, both J.D. and
graduate law students are eligible for the award. An asterisk ( * ) indicates
that only J.D. students are eligible.
AvrcnIceN Ans¡rnerroN AssocrerroN Awenn
The American Arbitration Association presents an award each year to
the student with the best grade or paper in a course involving arbitration.
The award consists of an engraved bronze plaque and a one-year member'
ship in the American Arbitration Association entitling the student to re'
ceive on a regular basis the various publications of the Association'
Aurnrc¡n Ben AssocrerloN SEcrIoN oF IJRBAN, STlrr lNn Locer- Gov-
ERNMENT L¡.W AWENPS
The Section of Urban, State, and Local Government Law of the Ameri'
can Bar Association presents an annual award of a book published by
this Section to:
the graduating student who has excelled in courses on Land Use Law,
and,
the graduating student who has excelled in courses on f,ocal Govern-
ment or Municipal Corporation Law.
THe AMenrc¡.N Poster- WomnRs UNroN Aweno
The American Postal Workers Union of the Dallas Area Local, pre-
sents an annual award of $150 to the student in the School of Law
who makes the most outstanding performance, either through course
work or in the writing of a scholarly paper, in the field of public employee
bargaining.
ANpnsws & Kunrn Awenp
The Houston firm of Andrews & Kurth presents an award each year
in the amount of $500 to the student editor of the Southwestern Law
Iournal who otherwise would have to work to finance his or her legal
education.
TnB RussBrr, M. Bexsn Aweno
Harriet Kay Baker Bain, in memory of Russell M. Baker, has presented
to the School of Law a plaque on which is inscribed each year the name(or names) of the senior law student (or students) who made the out-
standing contribution for the current year to the work of the Moot Court






The Barristers, a school of Law service and scholastic honorary- or-
sanization, annually presents an award of an engraved plaque to the first-
leaì student who, in the opinion of the Barristers, contributed most to the
School of Law.
The Barristers present a bronze plaque on which are inscribed the
nu-., of students who submit the best written brief for the first-year Moot
Court ComPetition'
AuN R. Bnoþrnenc Srcunltrps Awmo
The Dallas law firm of Jenkens & Gilchrist gives an annual prize of
$500 in honor of its Counsel, Professor Alan R' Bromberg, for an out-
standing original paper in the field of securities law. Only full-time stu-
dents aie eligible and there is no requirement for registration in any
particular course. The winners' names are inscribed on a plaque donated
by Jenkens & Gilchrist.
THs Bunr¡u on NlrroNer- Annelns, INc.-THe UN¡reo Srerps L,c,w
WnBr Aw¡nP
The Bureau of National Affairs awards a one-year subscription to The
Uníted States Law l|/eek to the graduating J.D' student who has achieved
the highest grade in the Constitutional Criminal Procedure course.
NlrHtN Bunr¡N Mnvronlll CoturpprIuoN Aw,'rno
The American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers each
year conducts the Nathan Burkan Memorial Competition. The writer of
the best paper submitted by a student in the School of Law on some sub-
ject dealing with Copyright Law is awarded a prize of $500. A prize of
$200 is given for the second best paper. The best paper is entered in the
national competition in which an award of $3,000 is made for the out-
standing entry.
BunrnsoN CnrvuNer Lew eNo PRocE¡unB Awenp on Mnnrr
The Burleson Criminal Law and Procedu¡e Award o'f Merit, a cash
award of $200, is presented each year by Mr. Phil Burleson of the Dallas
Bar to the student writing the most outstanding law journal casenote or
comment dealing with Texas criminal law, criminal procedure, or consti-
tutional law concerning the rights of the criminally accused.
CennlrucroN, CornMeN, SrovrlN & BruvreNruAr, AwARD
The Dallas firm of Carrington, Coleman, Sloman & Blumenthal each
year presents a gold watch to the outstanding student in the first-year
class based on scholastic achievement.
CHrLos, FonrrNsecn, Br,cr & GuyroN Awlno
The Houston flrm of Childs, Fortenbach, Beck & Guyton presents
each year a $500 award in memory of Leonard H. Childs to an outstand-
ing student for law journal or course writing on a currently developing
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'I'uB AlpHoNsE AND M¡nIr' Ctpolln Moor CouRr Aw¡no
Mr. Thomas A. Cipolla, Class of ,75, presents, in honor of his pare¡ts'
a cash award of $200 to each of the thiee students selected for the Na-
tional Moot Court ComPetition.
couNcrl oF THE SeCrroN oN CORPoRATION, BANKING AND BUSINESS LÀW
OF THE STETT, B¡N OF TEXAS AW¡NO
The council of the section on corporation, Banking and Business Law
of the State Bar of Texas awards a caih prize of $500 for the best student
comment and a prize of $300 for the best student note published.during
the year. The påzes are awarded on a statewide competitive. basis after
an evaluation 6y a committee in the section of entries submitted by the
deans of each of the law schools in the state.
D¡.r-les L¡wvnns' WIVES' Ct-us Aweno
The Dallas Lawyers' Wives' club each year makes a cash award of
$200 to an outstanding student of Texas background and a bona fide
resident of Texas in thJsecond-year class. The award is based on scholar-
ship and need.
THs VaI-EnIn LerHnop DeupntNor MsMonL{L Awlnp*
Mr. Tony Dauphinot presents annually an award of $200 in memory
of his mother to the best student in the Real Estate Transactions course.
wENTwoRTH T. Dun¡.¡qr Mpuonlel Aweno
The Wentworth T. Durant Memorial Award of $500 is presented each
year by the firm of Durant & Mankoff to the student writing the outstand-
ing paper in the fleld of federal taxation'
FouNoltro¡¡ Pness, INc. Aw¡nP
The Foundation Press, Inc. makes an annual book award to the stu-
dents who make outstanding contributions to the SMU Mock Trial Club.
Fut-snrcn.r & Jlwonsrl Moor Counr Aweno
The Houston flrm of Fulbright & Jaworski annually presents cash
awards to the students who represent the southern Methodist university
School of Law in the National Moot Court Competition.
G¡.nornr, & WyNNB Moor CouRr CovrpErlnoN Aw¡np
The Dallas firm of Gardere & Wynne makes an annual cash award
to each student selected as an outstanding student in inter-school Moot
Court Competition. The names of the outstanding students are jnscribed
on a bronze plaque which has been presented to the School of Law'
Gnenx, Sr¡ul & SprNcnR Mocr Tnlll CovrprurtoN Aweno
The Dallas firm of Geary, stahl & Spencer has presented to the School
of Law a bronze plaque on which is inscribed each year the names of
the members of thè winning team in the Mock Trial Competition'
I,
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Golossnc & At-sxaNPrn AweRn
The Dallas firm of Goldberg & Alexander gives each year a cash award
of gl00 to the member of the class in Creditors'Rights who receives the
highest grade in the course.
A. S, HeNsrN, INc. Awano*
The Arthur Stedry Hansen Consulting Actuaries of Dallas awards each
vear g100 to the student making the highest grade in the Taxation of De-
ierred Compensation course and $50 to the student making the second
highest grade.
THe W¡LsoN W. HrnNooN MEN4oRleI- Awenp
Mrs. Wilson W. Herndon and Friends present annually the Wilson W.
Herndon Memorial Award which consists of a cash amount each semester
to the student who ranks highest in the Antitrust Course.
SeneH T. Hucnps FBoBner- Counrs Awenn*
The Dallas Chapter of the Federal Bar Association makes an annual
award of $200 to the student making the highest grade in the course in
Federal Courts.
INrBnNeuo¡¡¡L AclpeMv oF TRIAL L¡rwvrns Awlno*
The International Academy of Trial Lawyers has presented the School
of Law with a Student Advocacy Award plaque for permanent display.
Each year the name of the student who has been designated for superior
proficiency in Advocacy will be added to the plaque.
JBNreNs & GrrcHn¡sr Aw¡no
The Dallas law firm of Jenkens & Gilchrist gives an annual prize of
$500 for an outstanding original paper in the field of securities taw. Only
full-time students are eligible and there is no requirement for registration
in any particular course. The winners' names are inscribed on a plaque
donated by Jenkens & Gilchrist,
JoHnsoN, Bnol,rssnc & Lrros Aw¡no*
The Dallas firm of Johnson, Bromberg & Leeds gives each year $250to the student deemed by the faculty to be outstañding in ttre field of
corporate and financial law, based both on grades and on one or more
original papers.
JoHNsoN & Sw,lNsoN Aw¡no
The firm of Johnson. & Swanson presents annually $300 to the grad-
uating senior exemplifying excelrencó in the study oi Trusts and Es"tates(based on the highest average in the courses in willr, Trusts, EstatePlanning, and Estate planning-problems).
JoNEs, Dev, Reevrs & pocun Awenor
The Dallas firm of Jones, Day, Reavis & pogue gives each year a cash

























JounN¡I- on Atn Lew ¡No Cotvttr¿snce Aw¡no
The School of Law each year gives a prize of $50 to the student who
has prepared the outstanding comment and a prize of $50 to the student
who has written the best casenote for the Journal ol Air Law and Com-
merce,
Joun¡¡¡l oF ArR Lew ¡No Covtptence 1970 Bo,rno op Eplrons Aw¡no
The 1970 Board of Editors of lhe lournal of Air Law and Commerce
makes an annual award of approximately $200 for the best comment by
a senior student published in the Journal of Air Law and Commerce.
Keswrn, WllI-INcH¡v & Knecp AweR¡
The Dallas firm of Kasmir, Willingham & Krage presents each year
an award of $250 to the beginning third-year student who is judged to
be the most outstanding future tax practitioner.
Krlcone & KIlconB AwenP
The Dallas firm of Kilgore & Kilgore gives each yeat a cash award
of $250 to the student who prepares the best original paper dealing with
oil and gas law.
KooNs, RAsoR, Furrnn & McCunrey Feurly Llw Aweno*
The Dallas firm of Koons, Rasor, Fuller & McCurley awards $500 for
demonstrated excellence in the field of family law,
Llw Onnrcr MeN.¡rcBrr,rnNr Counse Aw¡no
The Dallas Chapter Association of Legal Administrators presents an
annual award to the outstanding student in the Law Office Management
course. The award consists of a leather initialed briefcase and an engraved
plaque.
Lewy¡ns Co-Oppn¡rlvn PusLrsHrNc CovrplNy eNo B¡Ncnonr-WnrrNey
ConrplNy-AMERTcAN JuRtspnuopt¡cs pRtzB Awenos
^ 
The Lawyers,Co-Operative Publishing Company and Bancroft-Whitney
company award a specially bound title from American Jurisprudence 2d
and a certificate of such award to the highest ranking stud-ent in each
basic law school course.
JoH¡.I M¿nsH.qll CoNstrrurroNÄL Lew Aw.rno*
This award is an annual cash prize of $500 to the law student who hasindicated excellence in the area ãf constitutional Law as selected by theConstitutional Law faculty.
B. THorr,res McElnoy Aweno*
Each year Mr. B. Thomas McElroy of the Dallas Bar makes a cash
award of $250 to the student who attãins the highest grade in the coursein Texas Pre-Trial procedure in either th" fulao. the spring semester.
MenceNrrrr Nerloxer BeNr er D¡rl¡s Aw¡noThe 
,Mercantile National Bank at Dull;r presents annually a cashaward for the highest grade in the Fall ÃJ Spri"g semesters in the EstatePlanning 
"ourre.- 
Th" ãw".¿ i,' 5lsïïoi"åãñ^."..r,...
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OncerN, BBu- & Tucren TnIll Aovocecv Aw'lnl
The firm of orgain, Bell & Tucker gives an annual award of $250 for
the highest grade in Trial Advocacy in each semester'
PessveN, JoNEs, ANonrws, Holrnv & Co. Aw¡no
The Passman, Jones, Andrews, Holley & Co. Award of $500 is given
annually to a second or third-year student who has maintained a high
scholasiic average and has earned a substantial percentage of living costs
through part-time work while attending law school.
Psr Alpue Der-r¡ AwenP
The Phi Alpha Delta legal fraternity annually presents a plaque to the
first-year studènt who makes the greatest improvement in grades between
the first and second semesters.
PnnNrrcs-Htrr-, INc.-FnDERAL TAxATIoN AwARD
Prentice-Hall, Inc. awards each year an engraved plaque to the out-
standing student in taxation in the third-year class.
PneNucn-HlLL, INC.-JouRNAL oF AIR L¡w lNn Covrvrencr' Aw¡no
Prentice-Hall, Inc. awards each year an engraved plaque to the editor
of the Journal ol Aír Law and Commerce who has made the outstanding
contribution to the overall development of the lournal.
RonrntsoN, MlllBn & TeYron Aw¡nos
The firm of Robertson, Miller & Taylor presents annual cash awards
of $250 to each of the full-time students who make the highest grade in
the Oil and Gas course and the Oil and Gas Taxation course.
Sr'rrru & Munpeucn
The firm of Smith & Murdaugh presents annually a cash award of
$250 to the second-year student who has excelled in the Land use course.
Tr,x¡s TRr¡r- LewveRs Assocr¡uoN Awanp
The Texas Trial Lawyers Association awards each year a $100 prize
for the best paper in the fields of torts or workmen's compensation la\ry.
Tnovpso¡¡ & KNtcur Awano
The Dallas firm of Thompson & Knight gives each year a cash award
of $100 to the student editor who writes the best original comment pub-
lished in the Southwestern Law lournal.
VeRsrrv Boor SronE, Aweno
Mr. Hubert L. Burgess, Jr. awards annually the Varsity Book Store
Award to the editor of the Southwestern Law Journal who has most
imaginatively and diligently fulfilled the responsibilities of tus or her
position on the Board of Editors. The award consists of a $100 cash gift,






















Tns WAI-L Srnsnr JounN¡l AwenP
The llalt Street lournal annually makes an award to the graduating
J.D. student who has achieved the highest grade in the Corporate Plan-
nins course. The award consists of a medal and a one-year subscription
ø lh, llall Street lournal; in addition, the winner's name is engraved on
a permanent plaque presented to the Law School.
Wrsr PunusHING CoMPANY Aweno
The West Publishing Company presents annually a set of Remedies by
Lowe to the student editor of lhe Southwestern Law lournal who makes
the outstanding contribution to the lournal, both quality and quantity
considered.
Wesr PuslrsnrNc CotrnlpeNv Conpus JunIs SBcuNouu Awenps
The West Publishing Company awards annually a selected title of
Corpus Juris Secundum to each student who achieves the highest grade
in the following courses: Administrative Law, Evidence, and Professional
Responsibility.
WBsr PuuusulNc Cornrp¡Nv Honwnoor Aw.tnos
The West Publishing Company awards each year a selected title from
the Hornbook Series to the students in the first-year, second-year, and
third-year classes in the School of Law who achieve the highest scholastic
averages.
s2o7 SCHOLARLY PUBLICATIONS
Two student-edited law reviews are published by the School of Law-
the Southwestern Law lournal and the lournal ol Aír Law and Com-
merce. Their staffs are selected to participate on the basis of scholarship
and through a writing competition conducted each year. The operation
and mana-gement of ãach lãw review is vested in its elected Board of
Editors. The Boards, selected from the staffs, are made up of third-year
students who have exhibited a high capacity for legal research and writ-
ing. In both publications the work of students has produced periodicals
of permanent value to the legal profession'
The Southwestern Law Journal is published five times each year and
reaches law schools, attorneys, and judges throughout the United States
and abroad. Each issue includes articles by prominent legal scholars and
practitioners dealing with significant questions of local, national, and in-
iernational law. In addition, articles by students analyze recent cases, stat-
utes, and developments in the law. Each year one issue of the lournal is
devoted to an Annual survey of Texas Law and contains articles by attor-
neys, law professors, and judges concerning current developments-in,the
laws of Texas. All editing is done by the Board of Editors, comprised of
third-year law students, who receive academic credit for their work'
Ttre Journal of Air Law and Commerce, a quarterly publication of the
School of Law, was founded at Northwestern University in 1930 and
moved to SMU in 1961. The only scholarly periodical in the English
language devoted primarily to the legal and economic problems affecting
aviãtion and space, it has a worldwide circulation with over 2,000 sub-
scribers in some 60 countries. Articles by distinguished lawyers, econo-
mists, government officials, and scholars deal with domestic and inter-
national problems of the airline industry, private aviation, and space, as
well as general legal topics which have a significant impact on the area
of aviation. Also incluãed are student commentaries on a variety of
topical issues, casenotes on recent decisions, book reviews, and editorial
comments. The lournal of Air Law and Commerce sponsors a well re-
spected annual symposium on selected problems in aviation law and






























Ñ2OS STUDENT ACTIVITIES AND
" ORGANIZATIONS
Tr¡e SMU SruprNr B¡n AssocI.lrIox (SBA) is composed of all stu-
dents in the School of Law. Officers, second-year, and third-year class
representatives are elected in the spring semester of each academic year.
Ciass representatives for first-year students are elected approximately one
month after the fall semester has commenced'
The primary function of the SBA is to represent the concerns and in-
terests of the law school student body. The SBA sponsors numerous
speakers of local and national prominence as well as various social and
sports events. All students are urged to serve on one or more of the SBA
còmmittees: Faculty Evaluation, Orientation, Finance, Speakers, Social,
Publicity, and Law Week'
THB Anvocers is a newspaper published weekly during the school
year by students of the Law School,
Tur SMU AssocrerroN oF WoMEN Llw SruprNTs, open to all stu-
dents, sponsors an annual symposium on women and law, a campus day
care center, and provides a link between law students and the Dallas
Women's Lawyers Association.
T¡¡e Blnnrsrnns is a general service organization of 15 law students
elected on the basis of scholarship, leadership, achievement, and per-
sonality.
THn Blecr Lew SrunsNrs Assocr¡.rroN (BLSA) is composed of all
black students in the School of Law. The purpose of the organization is
to facilitate full awareness of educational and professional opportunities
to black students.
THn HrsprNrc AvrpnrceN Lew SrunBNrs Assocr¡.uorv (HALSA) is
composed of all Hispanic American students in the School of Law. The
purpose of the organization is to facilitate full awareness of educational
and professional opportunities to Hispanic American students.
Tur Moor Counr Boeno, a student organization, administers a con-
tinuing program to create interest in and ãi¿ in the instruction of oral
and written advocacy.
TnB N¡rroNer. Moor Counr CoupBrrrroN is sponsored by the Asso-
ciation of the Bar of the City of New york. Eaôh fall law schools of
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Texas and adjacent states participate in a regional competition prelimi-
nary to the linal rounds of the National Competition held in New York.
NarroN¡r, Mocr Tnr¡l CovtpnTrrroN. Southern Methodist University
participates in the National Mock Trial competition, an inter-law school
irial cómpetition for accredited law schools sponsored by the Young. Law-
yers Association of the state Bar of Texas and the Texas Bar Foundation.
it is u national competition in which over 100 law schools participate.
The American College of Trial Lawyers provides awards for winning
teams in the regional and final competitions. 'I-he regional competitions
are held early each calendar year and the final rounds are held soon
thereafter.
The Association of Triat Lawyers of America sponsor the only other
national mock trial competition. Southern Methodist University has par-
ticipated in that competition, at which approxìmately sixty other schools
throughout the country field mock trial teams. The Association of Trial
Lawyers of America provides awards to successful teams in that com-
petition.
TnB Pnrlrp C. JBssup INrE,RNerroN¡.r- Moot Counr CoIr,rpBrlrtoN is
sponsored by the Association of Student International Law Societies, un-
der the auspices of the American Society of International Law. The
regional competitions are in early spring and the international final
rounds are soon after in Washington, D.C,
Tus NnrIoNrr- Appnlr-¡,re ADVocAcy CoIrlp¡ur¡oN is sponsored by
the Law Students Division of the An.rerican Bar Association. Each spring
the Law School participates in the Thirteenth Circuit Regional Competi-
tion. The winner of the regional competition represents the Thirteenth
Circuit in the final competition among the circuits held in conjunction
with the annual meeting of the American Bar Association in August.
TnB Tnx,rs YouNc Lewvens Assocr¡tlo¡¡ Moor Counr CoMPETI-
TroN, held each June as a part of the annual convention of the State Bar
of Texas, is an appellate moot court competition among the law schools
of Texas.
Lr,c¡l FnITERNITIEs ¡r.¡o Lsc¡L Sononlrres-Chapters of three na-
tional legal fraternities and two international sororities have been estab-
lished at the school-the John Hemphill Senate of Delta Theta Phi, the
Roger Brooke Taney Chapter of Phi Alpha Delta, Monteith Inn of Phi
Delta Phi, the Alpha Psi Chapter of the Kappa Beta Pi International Legal
Sorority, and the Alpha Iota Chapter of the Iota Tau Tau International
Legal Sorority.








































Section III: The Juris Doctor Program
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-III THE JURIS DOCTOR PROGRAMs
s301 ADMISSION
5301.1 DnrEs on ApvlssroN'-Beginníng students are 
admitted in the
Fall Semester onlY.
S301.2 APPLIcATIoN FoR Aoutss¡ox'-Apnlication for admission
ihould be made UV ertirioìy i 
-ãt 
ifr" year in *tti.tt ttt. student intends
to enroll. Application'f;;;t-and information regarding required pro-
ceduresmaybeobtainedfromthesecretaryofadmissions.Theappli.
cant must file transcripìs from all colleges attended with the Law School
Data Assembly Service ;i-ìh" Educaîional Testing Service' P'o' Box
2000, Newto*n, t"nnivúìni" r séao,--tlowin g t9ult": 
" 
"o11,1^ti:,1-und
courses in which tft. 
"ípii"t"t is enrolled at, 
the date of application' A
final official t.unscript iãn."ii"g-tt"tipt of the undergraduate degree is
r.ãtit.¿ by the I-o* S.náof b"efore iegistration' The application must
also be supported by ;"li"g" questionn-aìres and letters of recommenda-
tion on foims supplied by the School of Law'
All students (undergraduate, graduate, new and transfer) are re-
quired to have a nepori oi lUeáicãt History on file in the Health Center
prior to their enrollm.ni ãt SfurU' In ordei to comply with state law' all
;*á;n" Àust provide proof of immunization against diphtheria' tetanus'
and poliomYelitis.
5301.3 Ao\¿tsslor'¡-APPLIcATIoN FEB'-Each applicant who is 
a resi-
dent of the United St";.;;;J submit with the apptication a.fee of $35'
ihi; i;" is not refuhdatle an¿ will not be credited against tuition in the
event of enrollment.
$301.4 L,lw Scsool Aovrtsslolr Tnsr'-Applicants.fortdmission 
to
the flrst_year 
"tu., -u.t iuke the Law 
Schooi Admission Test adminis-
i^eieJ tl itte e¿u"ational Testing Service, 
-P'o' Box 2000' Newtown'p"nnrytuuniu 18940. Ãppfi"utio" ilanks-with complete details.about the
;.rt ;;t be obtained úyïriting to rhe Educ.ational Testing service. Appli-
;;;tr ;" urged to tatL the teit not later than the october or December
i"rii"g ¿.t" "preceding the fall semester in which they seek admission'
5301.5 PRr-LEc,\L Sruptrs'-Although exceptions may be made 
in
special circumstances, ã entering student is required to have received
a bachelor's degree iro- un acJredited college or 
-university 
prior to
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scribe a fixed course of prelegal study but does examine the record of
each applicant to determine whether the undergraduate courses taken re-
flect aåôquate preparation for the study of law. The student should pur-
,.re a weil-rounded course of study, with particular attention devoted to
the development of analytical skills and facility and style in the use of
the English language.
(301.6 AovrssroN BY SELEcTIoN,-The purpose of the Juris Doctor
p.dgru- is to train students for competent and ethical practice of law on
ùehalf of both private and public clients and for intelligent use of law in
business, governmental, and other pursuits. The three-year course of study
requires reading and analysis of difficult legal materials, training in effec-
tivê advocacy of positions in both oral and written form, and the acquisi-
tion of other legal skills, such as the drafting of instruments, the counsel-
ing of clients, and the negotiation of disputes. Only those applicants who
have the capacity to acquire these skills will be admitted. In deciding
whether an applicant has this capacity, the Admissions Committee relies
heavily on Law School Admission Test scores and undergraduate grades.
In recent years, the Law School Admission Test has been refined as a tool
for measuring the ability of applicants to read and analyze legal materi-
als. Undergraduate grades continue to be significant, but it is recognized
that grades vary greatly among schools and departments. Hence, the
Admissions Committee takes pains to weigh the types of courses taken
and the schools attended. Letters of recommendation from persons aware
of the applicant's abilities, the amount of time the applicant has been
required to work during his or her undergraduate career, and extra-
curricular activities and other maturing experiences are also considered.
Each year the number of applicants with the requisite capacity far ex-
ceeds the number of places in the entering class. In choosing among these
applicants the Admissions committee looks for those whose performance
at the school of Law will be outstanding, those who because of their back-
grounds will bring to the school of Law different and unusual pe,rspec-
tives, and those whose homes are in areas of the country underrepieseitedin the student body. Applications from members of minority g-up. ar.
encouraged.
5301.7 AovrrssroN Drposrr.-Accepted applicants are required to de_posit $200 
-(in two equal installments) with ^the School of Law by thedate quoted in the letter of acceptance. This date is not earlier thanApril l. The fee is credited towarã tuition charged upon enrollment. It
wíll be forfeited íl the student fails to enroll.
5301.8 DecleneuoN on INr¡,NrroN ro Sruoy L¿,w._The rules gov_
erning admission to the bar in most states require that a law student-fire,with an official of the state in which he intends to practice, u oecta.u-tion, of Intention to study Law. tt is ìÀ"-ì".fonriuility of each studentto determine the rules of the state in *tri"ü ri" prans to practice and tocomply with those rules.
Every person intending to appry for admission to the state Bar of
Texas must file with the secretary of the Board of Law Examiners, not
more than 60 clays before nor more than 120 days after beginning the
study of law, a Declaration of Intention to Study Law. Such declaration
-uri b" made on forms prescribed by the Board and must show such
facts as to the history, experience, and educational qualifications of the
declarant as the Board may require. Instructions and copies of the rules
ancl prescribed forms can be obtained from the Secretary, Board of Law
Examiners, Supreme Court of Texas, Capitol Station, Austin, Texas
78711. The filing of this declaration is a prerequisite for eligibility to
apply to take the Texas bar examinations. Applications to take the exami-
nãiiottr must be made separately. In Texas this application must be made
180 days prior to the examination.
s302 ADMISSION FOR PART TIME STUDY
A limited number of well qualified applicants who are unable to
attend law school on a full time basis will be admitted to the Juris Doctor
program each year on a part time basis. Students admitted on a part
iime basis will be required to take, at a minimum, the courses in Con-
tracts I and II, Civii Procedure I and II, and Research Methods and
Legal Writing I and II during their first year; and the remaincler of the
reqìired first year courses during their second year. The student must
meet all other requirements of the Juris Doctor Program. The admissions
procedure for part time study is the same as for the full time Juris Doctor
p.og.urn except that the applicants for the part time program must in-
ðlude itr their application a written statement explaining why they are
unable to attend iaw school full time. Due to limited enrollment, admis-
sion into the part time program may be more selective than the full time
program.
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s303 ADMISSION WITH ADVANCED STANDING(Transfers from Other Law Schools)
5303.1 Ppnsoxs Eltclsre.-A student who has successfully completedtlð first year at another law school which was at the time of the student's
study a member of the Association of American Law Schools or approved
by the Section on Legal Education of the American Bar Association may
apply for admission with advanced stancling. Admission is selective. A
student who has been excluded from or who is on probation at another
school will not be admitted.
5303.2 DlrBs oF ADMISsIo¡¡.-An applicant who has completed thefirit year at another law school may be admited either in the Fall or the
Spring Semester or in the Summer Session.
S 303.3 Apprrcerror.r.-Application for aclmission with aclvanced stand-in{ must be made on a form supplied by the School of Law' It must be
suþported by transcripts from all colleges and law schools previously
atien¿ed. Gðod standing in the law school last attended must be estab-
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(303.4 Apv¡wcep Cnnotr.-The amount of advanced credit given for
woik completed in another law school will be determined by the Curricu-
lum Committee. Since credit for work completed at another law school
transfers as pass/fail credit, transfer students are not permitted to elect
ungraded credit in courses for which graded credit is otherwise given.
(See $306'3).
ñ303.5 MrNruurur Houns RnQulnrvr¡qr.-A student admitted with
adianced standing may not qualify for a degree from the School of Law
until that student satisfactorily completes at least 60 semester-hours at
Southern Methodist UniversitY.
s304 AUDTTORS
Auditors other than full-time students are not permitted. A full-time
student may audit a course with the consent of the instructor.
s305 REGTSTRATTON
$305.1 RecrsrRATIoN PBnrops.-The times for registration are shown
in $201 above and may be changed by announcement of the dean. Stu-
dents who fail to register during the announced registration period must
secure permission of the dean to register late. A late registration fee will
be charged, without exception, to'all students who register late.
$305.2 MrNluuvr ÁND MAXrMur'r Houns.-First-year students are
required to take 15 hours in both semesters. Beyond the first year a
student will normally take no less than 12 and no more than 15 hours
in a regúlar semester, and no more than 8 hours in a summer term.
Students may take more than 15 hours in a regular semester only with
permission of the Curriculum Committee and, in some instances, approval
of the full faculty.
$305.3 AonrNc, DnoerrNc, ar.¡o WrrnonewrNc.-A student must give
notice on a form provided by the Records Office whenever the student
adds, drops, or withdraws from a course. A student may add or drop a
course during the periods set forth in $201. A fee of $6 will be chargedfor each course a student adds or droþs.
-A student may withdraw from a course at any time.with the consentof the instructor, who shall use personal discretion to determine the grade
received for the course. If the student withdrar¡/s from a course bãfore
noon on the last day of classes, the student will ordinarily receive nograde (ItP) for the course. If a student withdraws from a course after
noon on the last day of classes, the student will ordinarily recæive a fail,ing grade UAÐ for the course.
s306 CL,ASSROOM WORK AND ATTENDANCE
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performance, for failure to meet attendance requirements, for improper
òonduct in the classroom, or for failure to prepare assignments. In such
cases the student will receive a failing grade (IVF) in the course.
s306.2 ArrENn¡Ncn.-Regular and punctual class attendance is neces-
.ur:y to satisfy residence and class hours requirements'
(306.3 AssBNcBs FRoM EXAMTNATToNS.-A student unable to take an
eximination at the time scheduled because of illness or other unavoid-
able cause may notify the instructor prior to the examination or as soon
as possible. Ot-herwisé, a failing grade (llF).in the course will be record-
ed. The instructor will make airangements with the student, subject to the
dean's approval, for taking the examination at a later time.
S3O7 GRADES AND CREDITS
5307.1 MlNIvuvr PAssINc Gnlpe.-The minimum passing grade is
60 in a graded course and "credit" in an ungraded course. No credit
will be gúen for courses with lower grades. (An average of 70 in graded
courses is necessary for graduation: see $310.2.)
5307.2 Mrruop oF CoMPUTINc AvERAGEs.-The grade in a course
wiit ¡e weighted by the semester-hours in the course. The computation
will includJ marks from all courses in which the student has taken the
final examination or received a final grade, regardless of whether credit
in a particular course is necessary to meet the requirements for gradu-
ation. When a course is repeated, both grades will be used in the com-
putation. A WF will be counted as a 40. Ordinarily, only courses in this
law school will be used in the computation.
5307.3 UNcMoeo CnBpIr (Pess/FeIl) EucrIoN.-(A) ErncuoN. Students (other than transfer students) may elect a
maximum of flve semester-hours of ungraded (pass/fail) credit in courses
fo.r which graded credit is otherwise given. The time period within which
the election may be made for a particular course is indicated each semes-
ter in the registration materials furnished each student. Election of pass/
fail is irrevocable after the last day of classes'
(B) Counsns EuclsI-E,. Subject to (C) below, the student may choose
any non-required courses other than those in which a writing unit is
received under $310.3 (C) .
(C) INsrnucroR's CoNDITIoNS. By announcement before registration
(and before preregistration, if any is held) an instructor may
(1) prohibit ungraded credit students in a course or
(2) limit the proportion of ungraded credit students in a course.
(D) DnrrnrrarNATroN oF cREDrT. An ungraded credit student will re-
ceive credit only if the student
( 1) completes all required work at a level equivalent to 60 for
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r?) satisfies attendance requirements'
A studení who receives credit is not entitled to know his or her grade
equivalent. 1 1,,.-'(") 
*""ntroN To RBculenr-y UNcneonp Couns's. This election is
io u¿ãition to courses which regularly give ungraded credit to all stu-
äå.,ì", tuU;."t to the overall limit in (F)'/Fl MAXTMUM UNGRADED Houns. Students (other than transfer'stu-
d.;;rí ;;t not count roward graduation more than 15 hours of un-
graded credit'
s308 RESIDENCE
Six residence credits are required for graduation. One residence credit
*¡ä-U" given for each Fall or Spring Semester in which the student reg-
i.i"r, f"i at least 10 semester-hours and passes at least nine' Fractional
c"rãit wiff be given (a) for passing fewer hours than nine during a
,å*i". semestei and (b) for Summer Sessions. However, no more than
"nïnulf of a residence 
credit may be awarded for a Summer Session.
Ño i.ri¿"n"e credit is given for a repeated course if credit was given
when the course was previously taken'
S3O9 WITHDRAWAL, REENTRY, AND READMISSION
(309.1 Wruon¡.wu.-A student may voluntarily withdraw from the
Scñool of Law before noon on the last day of classes in a semester or
Summer Session. In this event, no credit will be given for work in any
class, and a notation of withdrawal (W) will be entered on the stuclent's
record.
5309.2 REENTRv AND READMIssIoN oF Fonruren SruprNrs.-(A) Rrrr.rrnv. Students who withdraw while in good standing after
completing at least one semester in this law school may reenter to con-
tinue their studies without re-examination of their entrance credentials
if reentry occurs within 24 calendar months after the date of withdrawal'
Students who have completed only the flrst semester of law school may
reenter in the spring semester only.
The 24 calendar month deadline for reentry is extended by any time
spent after withdrawal in active U.S. military service or as a licensed and
practicing lawyer in any state in the U.S.(B) Rneolrarsslow. Students who withdraw and do not meet the re-
quirements for automatic reentry under subsection 309.2(A) may apply
to the Admissions Committee for readmission. If readmission is granted,
these students must meet the graduation requirements in effect at the clate
of readmission.
s310 ACADEMTC PROBATION AND DTSMTSSAL
In this section "semester" does not include the summer session; "upper-
class student" means a student who has completed two semesters in resi-
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dence; "first-year student" is a student other than an upperclass student.
For the method of computing grade averages, see S3O7.2.
5310.1 Fnsr-Yren SruoeNts.
(A) A first-year student whose overall grade average at the end of the
first semester is less than 60 is automatically dismissed.
(B) A first-year student whose overall grade average at the end of the
first two semesters is less than 68 is automatically dismissed.
(C) A first-year student whose overall grade average at the end of the
first two semesters is 68 or mo,re but less than 70 shall be on probation.
53 10.2 Uppencless Srunrxrs.(A) SruneNrs Precsp oN PnonerroN UpoN CovprenoN oF THE
Frnsr Ysl,n.-A student placed on probation pursuant to $310.1(C) is
automatically dismissed unless at the end of the third semester the over-
all grade average is 70 or more, or unless the student obtains a grade
average for that semester of 72 or more.
(B) STUDENTS PLACED ON PROBATION OR DISMISSED ON
OR AFTER COMPLETION OF THREE SEMESTERS.-A student
who has completed three or more semesters is subject to the following
rules:
(1) An upperclass student whose overall grade average is less than
68 is automatically dismissed.
(2) An upperclass student whose overall grade average is 68 or more
but less than 70 shall be on probation.
(3)An upperclass student who begins a semester on probation and
whose grade average for that semester is less than 70 is automatically
dismissed.
53 10.3 TRANSFER SrunnNrs.
A student admitted with advance standing upon transfer from another
law school shall be subject to the same scholastic requirements as an
upperclass student.
5310.4 RBBNtny eNp RreovrrssloN.
A student who is dismissed for poor scholarship may petition the Ad-
missions Committee for reentry or readmission. Such permission may be
granted upon whatever terms and conditions the Admissions Cornmittee
in its discretion may determine.
$311 REQUTREMENTS FOR DEGREE
$311.1 RrsrneNcr.-The residence requirement in $308 above must
be met. Except for students admitted with advanced standing ($303.5)
80 semester-hours credit must be earned at this school. For requirements
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(311.2 Houns euo Gn¡pr,s.-Candidates must earn 90 semester-hours
"."lii ?ìl".,irades of 60 or higher 
in graded courses or "Credit" in non-
;;;ä;';J;s) with an overall average of 70 or more in graded courses.
ño, fnr*inlu* number of ungraded hours which may be counted, see
s307,3 (F).
5311.3 Counsss'
iot fn. following required courses must be successfully completed:
cÀïítutønul Law I, Constitutional Law II or Constitutional Criminal
iläã;;;, Contracts I and II, Criminal Law, Professional Responsibility
;;il;;,'Civil procedure I and II, Property I and II, Research Methods
*l:uleit Writing I and II, and Torts I and II'
(B) If a student fails to receive a minimum passing grade in a required
"oiÃ", the student must repeat 
the course the next time it is offered.
Bu"t i"-"rt"r of a two-semester course is to be treated as a separate
"ourr.. 
Note: A failure to pass constitutional Law II may be remedied
by passing Constitutionâl Criminal Procedure and vice versa'
(C) A candidate must receive two writing units by completing papers
in ìwo courses (of at least two hours) in which at least 75 percent of
the final grade is based on written work other than an examination' One
unit for this requirement may be met by two or three hours of directed
research. A student may receive credit for a maximum of one unit for
one or more publishable comments written for a law journal. The paper
requirement is not met by Research Methods/Legal Writing or Moot
Court.
(D) Students enrolling in the J.D. Program after June, 1984 will be
required to take, before graduation, at least one public law course to be
selected from a list of courses approved by the faculty'
$311.4 Ttvre LIvrr.-All requirements must be met in the School of
Law, or another approved law school, within 72 months from commenc-
ing law school. In computing the period, there shall be excluded any time
during which the candidate was in active U.S. military service or was a
licensed and practicing lawyer in any state of the United States.
S311.5 Ennncrs on CHeNcss rN Rnqurnnusxrs,-Except as stated in
$309.2(B) above, a student must meet the residence hours, and grade re-
quirements (SS311.1-2 above) in effect at the time that the student en-
ters. The student will not be affected by later changes in these require-
ments. Other requirements may be changed from time to time with such
applicability as the faculty dtermines.
5311.6 W¡wnns.-Waiver of requirements may, for good cause, be
granted by the faculty or, in some instances, the Curriculum Committee,
Requests should be made in writing, with all relevant information and
reasonsr to the chairman of the Curricull¡m Committee.
II
I
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s312 HONORS
THr Onpen oF THE Co¡r' is a national law-school scholastic honor
society. Not more than 10 percent of all graduates during the academic
year may be elected to membership by vote of the faculty.
Candidates for the J.D. degree having superior grades may by vote
of the faculty be awarded the degree cwn løude, magna cum laude, or
summa cum laude. No one shall be eligible for honors who shall have
taken elsewhere more than one-third of the work offered for the degree.
The average grade shall be based on work done in this school only, but
to receive the degree with honors a transfer from another law school
must have at least a B average in law courses at the school previously at-
tended. Normally, the minimum grade averages for honors arei cum
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srv COMBINED J.D./M.B.A. PROGRÁ.M
s401 NATURE OF THE PROGRAM
The combined J.D./M.B.A. program is offered jointly by the School
of Law and the Graduate Division of the Edwin L. Cox School of Busi-
ness. The program is designed for law practice with a strong business
background and for business careers with a strong legal background.
Through the program the combined degree may be obtained in four aca-
demic years. Separately they would require four and a half academic
years.
This program has been established so that an individual may integrate
his or her educational experience in law and business. Since management
personnel and corporate attorneys have their individual considerations
and goals, by taking law and business courses simultaneously the student
may achieve an understanding of commercial affairs from two different
points of view.
s402 STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAM
Ge¡,¡en¡L.-For the two degrees, the program requires that the student




Cnoss-Cnnorr.-Under the structure of the dual program the School
of l.aw will award four hours of academic credit toward the J.D. degree
(90 hours) for satisfactory completion of the academic requirements of
the M.B.A. program. Similarly, the Edwin L. Cox School of Business
will award 12 hours of academic credit toward the M.B.A. degree (48
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slrrrple cunnlculuv.-A sample curriculum of study under the
l.O'.'iVl.s.f. Degree Program would be as follows:
SpMrsrpn I (Fru-) Hours











Sr.ursrpn 2 (SrnrNc) Hours
Required Law courses 14
Elective Law course 1
15
S¡:rr¡¿srpR 4 (Senrxc)
Required Law course 3:*
Required Business courses 10

























Elective Law courses I I
s403 TUTTTON AND FEES
When a disparity occurs between the tuition rate of the Edwin L, Cox
School of Business and that of the School of Law, the tuition rate of the
School of Law shall apply to courses taken from its curriculum and the
tuition rate of the Edwin L. Cox School of Business shall apply to courses
taken from its curriculum,
s404 OTHER REQUTREMENTS
Except as modified by $402 above, a student in the program must meet
all the requirements of both schools for admission, performance, gradu-
ation, etc. In particular, 55301-302, 304-311 above are the applicable
law requirements.
Admission applications should be addressed to both schools, with the
statement that they are for the combined J.D./M.B.A. program. Students
are not admitted to the program until they have been admitted by both
schools.
* The student must enroll in the required courses in the semesters indicated
unless approval to the contrary is given by the academic dean of the school
in which the course is to be taken, Waivers of this requirement may be grant-
ed upon showing good cause, but exceptions will rarely be granted during the
first four semesters of the program. However, either -Businlss Associatiõns I(3 hours) or Business Associations II (3 hours) may be taken instead of Con-
stitutional Law I (3 hours) or Constiiutional l-u* it (3 hours) in Semesters3 and_ 4 (postponing these required courses until Semesìers 5 and 6) with ap-proval of the academic dean of the School of Law.
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s501 NATURE OF THE PROGRAM
The combined J.D./M.;.;. program is,offered iointlv 
by the School
o[ Law and the c'uo"utt p'ägi^*-i" p'ulic Administration 
of Dedman
College. The program is" ;tt;"td-for those-persons who 
desire career
ooportunities in ttre puitlc ;cîot' The combineã dtgttt 
may be obtained
in'three and a half 
"Jå"Jï';;"rr.'iãpät",.iv, 
thã two dègrees would
require four academic Years'
s502 STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAM


















CRoss-Cneotr.-Under the structure 9f the dual program 
the School
of Law will award 
'i- ;;;;t oÏ academic- 
credit toward the J'D' degree
(90 hours) foruuti'to"iåÇî"-prttr* of^the academic requirements of
the M.P.A. prosram' täìì"öö;J*uo coil"ee will award 12 hours 
of
academic credit towaräï;î'P'À' degree 1ãe hours) for satisfactory
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Taxation and Fiscal Policy
Government Contracts














































s503 TUITION AND FEES
when a disparity occurs between the tuition rate of the Graduate Pro-
.,o',ï-in publió Administration of Dedman College and that of the School
7i"î;;;,, the tuition rate of the School of Law shall apply to courses taken
ã,^î ií. curriculum and the tuition rate of the Graduate Program in
iîUll" a¿.inistration of Dedman College shall apply to courses taken
from its curriculum'
s504 OTHER REQUIREMENTS
F.xcept as modified by $502 above, a student in the program must meet
"ll lhe iequirements of both schools for admission' 
performance, grad-
uãtion, etó. In particular, 55301-302, 304-311 above are the applicable
law requirements'
Admission applications should be addressed to both schools, with the
statement that they are for the combined J.D./M.P.A, program. Students
áià not admitted to the program until they have been admitted by both
schools.
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s5o5 REGTSTRATION
All registration of students in the J.D./M'P.A. program will be com-
pleted through the School of Law, where the program for participating
iaw students will be administered. Students participating in the program
will meet with the Director of the Graduate Program in Public Adminis-
tration prior to registration for each semester of joint status. The director
will review and approve the student's proposed course of study for the
next semester insofar as the study list includes public administration
courses primarily.
Students in the joint program will register for all courses, both law and
public administration, in accordance with the posted registration schedule
for the School of Law and will follow the regular registration procedures
of the School of Law.
s506 TRANSFER INTO THE PROGRAM
A student in good standing enrolled in the School of Law may transfer
into the program at any time prior to the end of his or her second year
of law school. To be accepted into the program the student must
1. submit an application for admission into the program to the Cur-
riculum Committee of the School of Law and be accepted by that
committee as a joint student and
2. meet all requirements for admission as established by Dedman Col-
lege, Graduate Program in Public Administration.
A student in the M.P.A. Program with at least 12 hours remaining be-
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SVI GRADUATE LEGAL STUDIES
$601 OBJECTIVES OF GRADUATE LEGAL STUDIES
The various graduate programs of the School o{ Law, which were
inaugurated in 1950, offer an opportunity for more productive careers
in the private practice of law, in teaching, or in public service. These
programs are designed to provide each student with training on the
graduate level to meet his or her career objectives, while increasing the
student's understanding of legal theory and policies, broadening the stu-
dent's legal horizons, and encouraging the development of legal research
and writing skills.
The graduate degree programs are open to lawyers who are graduates
of approved laws schools and who have evidenced an ability to succeed
in giàduate legal studies. Classes are scheduled primarily during the day;
however, selected evening courses (particularly in the tax and business
law related areas) are also offered in early mornings and in the evenings,
since it is also an objective of the graduate programs to foster graduate
study for the practicing lawyer.
s6o2 DEGREES OFFERED
Since 1984, the primary emphases of the School of Law's graduate
programs are on its LL.M. (taxation) degree for U'S.-trained law grad-
uates and on its LL,M. (Comparative and International Law) degree for
non-U.S. trained law graduates.
5602.1 Mesrrn or Llws (LL.M.).-The general Masters of Laws(LL.M.) program offers law graduates, who are previously trained in the
United States legal system and with proven scholastic abilities, an oppor-
tunity to,broaden their background in United States law generally or in
certain specialized areas of the law by enrolling in advanced courses and
seminars and by engaging in specialized research. Although no specific-
ally designated LL.M. degrees are awarded any longer under this program,
most students seeking this degree will concentrate in an area of concen-
tration such as international and comparative law, corporate and com-
mercial law, labor law, practice and procedure or property and natural
resources law. A minimum of 24 credit hours of courses, with a grade
average of "B-," and including at least two credit hours of a theory
course, are required for graduation. Graduate students are permitted to
take up to three credit hours of directed graduate research and up to a
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-,a¿luates of United States law schools are admitted to this program. In
ã"i"pt¡onuf circumstances, a law graduate from a non-U.S. law school
ärv^u" considered for admission into this program'
6,60?,.2 M¡srBn oF LAws IN TAXATIoN [LL.M. (Te,xertoN)].-The
scËool of Law has had a long tradition of strength in the area of federal
laxation. From the outset, the Graduate Taxation Program has focused
not only on technical mastery of the tax laws but also on broader issues
of tax and fiscal policy; and in this respect the School of Law played a
leadership role in the early period of involvement of the organized bar
in the tax reform process. Students in the Graduate Taxation Program
Íeceive a broad exposure to many of the subjects of federal taxation.
In-depth, practice-oriented expertise is provided in several advanced
courses, but most of the courses in the curriculum provide survey-level
instruction in subjects typically not addressed in J.D.-level tax courses.
The tax program uses both full-time and adjunct faculty members.
Advanced tax classes typically are scheduled to make the courses avail-
able to students that otherwise have full-time employment. Accordingly,
courses are available in the early morning, the late afternoon, and during
the evening.
The requirements for this degree are the same as under the general
LL.M. degree except that a student must take 18 of the 24 graduate
hours of courses in the taxation area, including the course in "Tax and
Fiscal Po icy."
5602.3 M,lsrER oF LAws (CorrranerrvE AND INTERNATToNÀL Lew).
-This program is designed to offer non-U.S. trained law graduates anopportunity to acquire knowledge of the United States legal system as
well as to advance their knowledge in international and comparative law.
A minimum of 24 credit hours, with a grade average of at least "C-"
and, including at least two credit hours of a theory course are required
for graduation.
This program for international students finds its roots in the efforts
of the School of Law in the early 1950's to make the School a leading
international legal center. Since that time, over 600 international grad-
uates from over 60 countries have benefited from this graduate program
of study, many of whom have become leading civil servants, academic,
and practicing lawyers in their home countries.
Eflorts are made to introduce the international students in this degree
program to basic legal processes and institutions of the United States
legal system, with emphasis on the constitutional and business law frame-
works. This comparative study of the American legal system is intended
not to "Americanize" a student, but to provide these international stu-
dents with new ways for analyzing their own legal systems and for de-
veloping new legal approaches and solutions in their own countries, and
with a comparative background to facilitate any future dealings they or
their clients may have with American interests. In addition, a rich selec-
tion of courses in international and comparative law are provided for
these students.
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(602.4 Docron oF rHE ScreNcs or Llw (S'J'D')'-This limited ac-
"er"r- 
àã.toiut research program provides outstanding graduates. of the
School of Law's Masteiof-Laws program (both American and interna-
tional students), who have demonstrated legal writing abilities' an oppor-
tunity for advanced study and extended research in specialized areas of
the íaw, leading to the flnal preparation of an extensive dissertation of
p"Ufi.nfuf" q.tuìity. These highly qualified,graduates are normally inter-
ästed in entering ihe academ-ic h"id or a high level governmental posi-
tion. Not only must an applicant meet very rigid entrance standards, but
such applicant must atso ì¡tain the sponsorship of a, Faculty member
interesteà in supervising the proposed area of research, must complete
one year of residency ãt ttre Sctrool of Law, and must satisfy an addi-
tional probationary Year'
$602.5 Junls Docron (J.D.).-The J'D. is the basic law degree for
U.3. law students; as such, this degree is normally not considered an
appropriate graduate degree for the non-u.S. law trained students. How-
"u.., 
ì.t a liirited numbir of instances, international students who have
graiuated with distinction in a Master of Laws program, of the School of
Law and who can demonstrate legitimate graduate study objectives may
be considered for admission without being required to' take the national
LSAT examination.
5602.6 NoN-Decnes Pnocnnr"rs'-Each year the School of Law will
adñrit a limited number of qualified nonJaw graduates from developing
countries into a non-degree program leading to a Diploma in Interna-
tional Legal studies. In addition, under special circumstances, a very
limited number o,f law graduates may be permitted to take one or more
courses without formaliy entering a degree program. The Law School
also has a program for distinguished international visiting scholars.
5603 DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
5603.1 Mesrnn oF LAws (LL.M').-To receive the general Master of
Laivs degree the student must meet the following requirements:
1. Residence in the School of Law for not less than two semesters if
a full-time student and not less than four semesters if a part-time student;
2. Cornptetion of ?4 semester-hours in courses, seminars, or research
and writing. No credit will be given for courses or seminars with a grade
below a "O." ftt" student must have an average grade of "B-" on all
courses taken. The requisite gradepoint average of "B-" must be ob-
tained in the first 24 credit hours, subject to such meritorious excæptions
as the Committee on Graduate Legal Studies see fit to make;
3. Completion of at least two semester-hours (within this Z4-hour rc-
quirement) in a "theory" oriented course;
4.Withpriorapproval,thestudentmaytakenotmorethanfour
hours of ttr. r"qui.ãa work in graduate programs of Dedman college
(ì,e. Ihe Liberal Àrß College), in Perkins Schoo'l of Theology, or.in the
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from courses in economics and theology in which there is considerableiil"r"ii"uf content. Law School credit will be given on completion of all
*".L ," the instructor's satisfaction, but the grades will not be used in
computing a student's Law School average;
5. For those students wishing to prepare a master's thesis, the thesis
rnust be written under the direction of a professor at the School of Law
urr¿ *rrt be approved by both the Professor and the Committee on
Graduate Legal Studies' After the thesis is approved by the professor
under whose direction it is written, the thesis must reach the Committee
in cuadruplicate at least 60 days before the date on which the candidate
seeis to receive the degree. The thesis must comply with the instructions
oublished by the Committee; instructions are available frorn the Com-
iritt.". The thesis is not graded, but is either approved or disapproved;
6. Directed research for a 1 to 3-hour graded paper may be permitted
if a Faculty sponsor and prior approval of the Committee on Graduate
Legal Studies are obtained. Final approval must also be received frorn
the-Committee, which will assess each directed research paper according
to graduate studY standards;
7. All requirements must be completed within 36 months from the
date of initial registration as a graduate student, unless the candidate is
continuously enrolled as a part-time student, in which case all require-
ments must be completed within 60 months'
5603.2 Masrrn oF LAws (Texertou).-The requirements for this
degree are the same as. for the general LL.M. degree except each candi-
date must complete at least 18 credit hours in the taxation area. In
satisfaction of the theory requirement for graduate students, a candidate
must take the "Taxation and Fiscal Policy" course.
$603.3 MesrER oF LAws (Counenerrvn AND INTERNATIoNAL Lew).
-The requirements for this degree, which is open only to non-U.S.trained law graduates, include the completion of. 24 hours of credit from
the courses or seminars selected after consultation with the Committee
on Graduate Legal Studies. International students will normally take
"Perspectives of American Law" and "Contracts." In addition, many
students take the "American Business Law Survey," "International Trade
and Investment-Developing Countries" and a "Constitutional Law"
course; although efforts will be made to tailor the degree program to the
specific graduate objectives of each international student. The degree is
awarded to those students who complete the course work with an average
grade of "C-," No credit will be given for courses or seminars with a
grade below "D."
5603.4 Docron oF rHE ScrBNcE oF LAw (S.J.D.).-Persons who
have completed the requirements for a Master of Laws degree at the
School of Law with distinction (or graduates who have subsequently
distinguished themselves in the legal profession) and whohave demon-
strated legal writing ability of high merit, may be admitted to candidacy
for the S.J.D. degree.
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In terms of the work requirements for completion of this doctoral
degree, all candidates must:
1. Complete one provisional year of residence at the School of Law,
which would (except for any prescribed courses) be primarily a year of
research and during which the candidate shall pay a prescribed tuition
equivalent to 24 credit hours;
2. Satisfactorily complete any prescribed courses during the year of
residency;
3. Complete a second succeeding (but nonresidency) probationary
year, during which the candidate shall have demonstrated to' his Review
Committee ancl the Committee on Graduate Legal Studies sufficient re-
search abilities and progress on his or her dissertation so as to indicate a
substantial likelihood of completion of degree requirements within the
prescribed time period, If the student demonstrates these abilities to the
satisfaction of such Committees, the student would then be formally
permitted to submit, within three additional years, a suitable dissertation.
If the student has not demonstrated such abilities and progress, he or
she would be droppecl from the program; and
4. If the second probationary year is completed satisfactorily, com-
plete, within three years (which time periocl may be extended, in the
discretion of the Graduate Committee only in meritorious situations)
after satisfaction of the second probationary year, a suitable dissertation
of "publishable" quality, approved by the Review Committee and the
Committee on Graduate Legal Studies. A dissertation must comprise a
substantial piece of advanced legal research on one legal topic or on a
series of related issues.
5603.5 Junls Docron (J.D.).-ftsfs¡s¡çs for degree requirements is
made to $III of the Catalog. In certain instances, international students,
who distinguish themselves in the School of Law's LL.M. (Comparative
and International Law) Program and who demonstrate legitimate grad-
uate objectives, may be considered for direct admission into the J.D.
program. Inquiries should be made to the Chair-person of the Graduate
Legal Studies Committee.
s604 ADMTSSTON
5604.1 SruprNrs WHo AnB C¡Noro,ltns ron DscnBes.-Applicants
for admission to candidacy for the general LL.M. and LL.M. (Taxation)
degrees must have completed an undergraduate law degree, normally
from an approved United States law school. The applicant must have an
undergraduate law-school record displaying above average scholarly apti-
tude and an ability to engage in graduate legal studies.
The non-U.S. law trained applicant for the LL.M. (Compartive ancl
International Law) degree must be a graduate of a foreign law school
of standing comparable to those approved by the Section of Legal Edu-
cation of the American Bar Association. The applicant's undergraduate
law record must demonstrate scholarly legal aptitude and a proficiency
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evidence of superior-English language proflciency 
(non-English speaking
:ji*:*#ít;r]:'"i;-:',',x'"t'îiå:î:ï';Jo'"J"ïä:iLi[x'¿1
this degree't"'ì,äå"trrion to the S.J-D. program is open primarily to graduates of our
L"; S";;;l;t Master.of Luws ftogram.wtrg trlve distinguished themselves
in such a program.lor, subsequ*Uy io-.ttt" 
legal profession) and have
demonstratedSuperlorlegalwritingabilities.Suchapplicantsordinarily
ohould be in or desrrous ãf entering the legal education profession or of
iffii";- á" nigrt-l"u.r government career' . In addition' these persons
"P,äiä'i..;r 
ìtä rorto*iãg conditions príor to formal admission into the
S.J.D. Program:
"'-i. S"¡-l.rion of a detailed preliminary research proposal satisfactory
+^ rhe. ComÍtittee on Graduate Legal Studies, which proposal (along
,Ji,t'it."ãppìì"unt'. nt.) will be submitæd.to Faculty members having
' 
îåt""tiuf interest in sponso'ring such individual;
ãl-óUtuin*ent of a cãmmitted Faculty Sponsor (with a Sponsor being
..qîi."ã to be a member of the Law School's Faculty); and
i_ nooointment of a three person Review Committee cornprising the
fu".uli,Isponsor and two members of the Faculty (at least one of whorn
irï-.á-U.r of the Graduate Committee). In exceptional circumstances,
"ï. .LÀU". of the Review Committee 
may be a distinguished non-
FacultY expert.
604.2 SrunrNrs Wuo AnB Nor Cerqolperps non DBcreEs'-A
limited number of lawyers of the bar who do not seek advanced degrees,
f-"i *fr" qualify for giaduate law studies, may be admitted to advanced
courses oi r"-inu... Auditors are, however, not permitted, as all students
must participate in the work of the course, prepare assignments, and take
examinations,
The School of Law has a limited non-degfee Diploma program in Inter-
national Legal Studies for qualified applicants from developing countries
and has a select "scholar-in-Residence" program for law teachers or
lawyers desiring a period of individual research at the School of Law'
$604.3 ArrucArloN noR Apr'rlsslow'-Application for 
-admìssion byUñite¿ States applicants should be made to Director of Admissions,
School of Law, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, ^lexas 75275'
Application forms will be mailed upon request. An applicant must in-
cluàe with the application a letter stating the purpose for which the
student wishes to-ão graduate work. Applications should be completed
by April 1 of the year of intended enrollment.
Application for admission by international students may be made to
the inìtitute of International Education through the Committee for Study
and Training in the United States in the candidate's country, if the l¡sti-
tute has a cónnection with the country, in September or October of the
year preceding that of intended enrollment. The address of the Commit-
tee can be obtained from the Cultural Affairs Officer at the United States
Embassy or from the nearest U.S. Consular Office' Application may also
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be made directly to Secretary of Admissions, School of Law, Southern
Methodist University, Dallas, Texas 75275. Applications shall include the
age of applicant, a short curriculum vitae; evidence of proficiency in
English (normally a TOEFL score in the 575 range), a certified tran-
script of grades received in law school, in Engtish; letters of recommenda-
tion from the dean of the law school and from a law professor; and a
recent head-and-shoulders photograph of the applicant.
More specific admission and related information is contained in
specially prepared Graduate program brochures that are available upon
request.
$605 SCHOLARSHIPS
Scholarships providing tuition are available each year to a very timited
number of highly qualifled students. Attention of international applicants
is directed to the fact that the School of Law has no funds to grant for
travel expenses, either to or from the United States or within the United
States, nor does it have any administrative influence through which gov-
vernmental or private agencies can be persuaded to assist in travel.
One scholarship for full tuition, plus room and board, is available to
one outstanding United States or international applicant who desires to
concentrate in international law.
$606 TUTTION AND FEES
For tuition and fees, see $203 and the Catalogue Supplement, Finan-
c ial I nf ormation-SM U 
- 
I 9I4 -8 5 .
$607 SPECIALIZED COURSES OF INTEREST
TO GRADUATE STUDENTS
The two primary areas of traditional interest to graduate students at
the School of Law are comparative and international law and taxation.
Other areas of specialization include corporate and commercial law, Iabor
law, practice and procedure, and property and natural resources law. It
should be noted that some of the courses and seminars set out below and
elsewhere in this Catalog are not offered each year. A special schedule
of courses is published before the beginning of each semester. The stu-
dent should consult these schedules for actual offering of each semester.
The following depicts the richness of the courses available in the taxa-
tion and comparative and international law areas (the two primary areas
of emphasis on the graduate legal studies programs) :
TAXATION
Advanced Corporate Taxation 
--- 
2 Federal Income Tax Problems
of Exempt Organizations 
----- ---- 
2






Corporate Taxation Income Taxation of







.J Partnership Taxation 
------- -----, ----- 2












International Transactions -------- 2
Wills and Estate
Administration J










Intemational Organizations Law -- 3
International Trade and
Investment-DeveloPingSurveY*(bmparative Labor Law




European Co'mmunity -------------- 2
Immigration Law Iægal History
J
International Banking I-egal Problems ofInternational Business -,------------ 3
Perspectives of American Law* -- 3
U.S. Taxation of




Dispute Resolution-Private -'-- 3
* Open only to non-U'S. trained law graduates.
Other Areas of Specíalizatíon. As noted above, the School of Law
offers a rich curriculum for graduate students in the general LL'M'
program who wish to specialize in such areas as corporate and commer'
i¡ol tor, labor law, pr'actíce and procedure, arrd property and natural
resources løw.
U.S. law-trained graduates will pursue an area of concentration either
under the LL.M. (Taxation) or the general LL.M. programs. An inter-
national student will normally pursue any such area of concentration
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s701 DESCRTPTTON OF COURSES
The unit of credit is the semester-hour, which represents one class-hour
a week for a semester. The number of semester-hours of credit given
for the satisfactory completion of each course is stated. Notations fol-
lowing the course descriptions have these meanings: Paper normally re-
quired or other reference to a paper refers to potential earnings of writing
units within S310.3(C). This is a complete listing of courses offered by
the School of Law. Some courses are ofieretl less often than annually.
s701.1 J.D. PROGRAM
REQUIRED COURSES
Crvrr- PRocsnune I ¡No II.
Six hours. Civil procedure, primarily on the trial level; distinction
between law and equity; merger of law and equity; the modern civil ac-
tion including consideration of the jurisdiction of courts, venue, process'
pleading, joinder, discovery, pre-trial practice, right to a jury trial, with-
drawing cases from a jury, motions after verdict, judgments and their
effects, and appellate review.
CoxsrlrurroNel Cnrvtr¡¡¡L PRocEDtrRE.
Three hours (alternate to Constitutional Law II). Study of selected
problems, including arrest, search and seizure, electronic surveillance,
right to counsel, privilege against self-incrimination, lineups, jury trial,
and multiple prosecution.
CoxsrlrurloNer- Lew I.
Three hours. A study of the distribution of governmental powers under
the Constitution of the United States. Emphasis is placed on the principle
of judicial review; the federal contmerce power and its limitation upon
state regulation; the fiscal and proprietary powers of the federal govern-
ment; the war, treaty and other powers of the federal government; and
inter-governmental relations. Substantive due process is sometimes cov-
ered in this course rather than in Constitutional Law II.
Co¡¡strtu1]roN¡,r- Lrrw II.
Three horlrs (alternate to Constitutional Criminal Procedure). A sur-
vey of individual rights, privileges and immunities under the Constitution








stantive due process of law, the equal protection of the laws, and free-
dom of expression and religion.
CoNTRACTS I ENO II.
Six hours. History and development of the common law of contract;
orinciples controlling the formation, performance, and termination of
ðontracts, including the basic doctrines of offer and acceptance, con-
sideration, conditions, material breach, damages, contracts for the bene-
fit of third persons, assignments, and statute of frauds; statutory variances
frorh the common law with particular attention to Uniform Commercial
Code sections'
CRlulN¡¡- Lew.
Three hours. Origins and sources of the criminal law; the elements of
crime and various speciflc crimes, including homicide; conclitions of ex-
culpation, including principles of justification and insanity. Theft offenses
are sometimes covered in the course.
Ev¡prNcB,
Three hours. Principles governing the admission and exclusion of evi-
dence in the litigation process, including functions of judge and jury, ex-
amination and competency of witnesses, demonstrative evidence, the
hearsay rule ancl its exceptions, burden of proof and presumptions, priv-
ileges, and judicial notice.
PRorBssIoNer. RrspoNstnrLlty.
Two o.r three hours. An analysis of the rules governing the professional
conduct of lawyers in all their functions; application of the Code of Pro-
fessional Responsibility and the Code of Judicial Conduct.
Pnoppnry I.
Three hours. Selected topics in possessory and future estates in land;
concurrent estates, and the law of landlord and tenant,
Pnoprnry II.
Three hours. Easements, private covenants; public land use regulation
and real estate conveyancing.
Rnsrlncn Mpruoos exo Lrcel WnrrrNc I lNo II.
Two hours. Introduction to legal materials, research and writing. Ori-
gin, authority and interpretation of statutory, judicial and regulatoiy law.
Analysis of facts and legal issues, use of computer-assisted lègar reiearch
systems. Research problems and writing assignments, including memo-
randa, appellate briefs, opinion letters.
,- 
(Any student excused from Research Methods and Legal Writing I andII who is enrolled for Moot Court must drop Moot Coirt as weill)
Tonrs I ¡Nn II.
Six hours, Civil liability arising from breach of duties imposed by law
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negligence, products liability and defamation. The methods and processes
of the American legal system are discussed, with attention paid to legisla-
tion, administrative remedies, and insurance, as well as to the common
law.
s701.2 ELECTTVE COURSES
The Faculty recommends that each student should enroll in courses
in each of the following areas: business organizations, administrative law,
commercial law, procedural and evidence law, taxation and legal his-
tory or the philosophy of law or the study of legal systems.
Apurnrsrnerrvs Lew.
Three hours. The focus is upon legislative authority and administra-
tive agencies with special emphasis on administrative process and judicial
review.
Prerequísite: Legislative and Administrative Process.
Aoruttnerry,
Three hours. Admiralty jurisdiction and procedure; federal-state rela-
tiqns; maritime leins; Harter Act and Carriage of Goods by Sea Act;
salvage; general average; collision; charter parties; personal injury and
death; marine insurance; limitation of liability.
Aov¡Nc¡p Conpon¡.ts TnxeuoN.
Two hours. Taxation of related and affiliated corporations, allocation of
income and deduction under Section 482, and subchapter S corpora-
tions.
Aurnrcex BusrNnss Llw Sunvnv,
Ttvo or three hours. A survey of American business laws for the inter-
national graduate students. Topics include consideration of the laws of
agency, partnership, corporation, securities, antitrust, bankruptcy, and
business taxation, and are taught from the perspective of assisting the
non-U.S. trained lawyers to draw comparative and practical lessons and
otherwise to enrich these students upon their return home.
ANrrrnusr Llw.
Three hours. A study of restraints of trade, monopolizations, price
discriminations, and other interferences with competitive business be-
havior and structure as overseen by the federal antitrust laws in their
injunctive, criminal, and private treble damage claim aspects.
ANrrtnust SevINln.*
Two hours. Consideration of selected antitrust law topics in greator
depth than possible in Antitrust Law. (Paper normally required.)
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Bus¡N¡ss AssocleuoNs I.
Three hours. Agency: General principles of the law of agency. Partner-
såþs (general and limited): formation, control, liabilities, property, dis-
solution and disposition of business; internal and external relations of
partners. Corporatíons: formation; control, duties, liabilities, and rights
of management and shareholders; financing, capitalization. The study of
corporations continues in Business Associations II, and the dividing line
may vary from year to year. The emphasis will usually be on the closely
held business in Business Associations I, on the widely owned business
in Business Associations II. Throughout, income tax aspects are explored,
and planning and problem-solving are stressed' Special attention is given
to thè Texas and Model Business Corporation Acts as representatives of
modern statutory trends (prohibits taking American Business Law Sur-
vey).
Prerequísíte for: Corporate Planning, Corporate Reorganization and
Professional Corporations.
BusrNrss AssocreuoNs IL
Three hours. Corporalions (continued, see Business Associations I
above) : duties, liabilities and rights of shareholders and management;
capitalization, distributions, mergers and organic changes; basic securities
laws.
Prerequisíte: Business Associations I.
BusrNr,ss Tonrs
Three hours. This course will consider various topics arising from the
common law of unfair competition, both within and without the tradi-
tional intellectual property sphere. Coverage will include the common
law of unfair competition, including misappropriation, the right of
publicity and trade secret protection; trademarks; copyrights; deceptive
advertising; and issues of federal preemption. Consideration will also be
given to the law governing price discrimination under the Robinson-
Patman Act.
Crvrr Cr¡Nrc.
Five hours. A study of how to practice law emphasizing professional
responsibility, the practical application of legal principles, interviewing
techniques, counseling and negotiation. Classroom instruction is inte-
grated with representation of indigent clients,
Prerequisíte: Completion of 45 semester-hours.
Cwrr- Rlcnrs Lr,clsurIoN.
Three hours. A survey of national and state legislation protecting the
individual against governmental and private interference with rights to
education, employment, housing, personal security, vote, amongst others.
Crvrr Rrcnrs SeùflN¡ns.
Three hours. Seminars in selected problems in the protection of indi-















at the discretion of the professor. Examples of matters that could be con-
sidered are First Amendment freedorns, racial discrimination, ,." ¿i.-
crimination, prisoners' rights and privacy.
CoLLEcrrvE BeRcerNlNc eNo AnslrRArroru Setfl¡.¡en.
Two hours. Problems relating to the theory and practice of collective
bargaining and labor arbitration. (paper normally required,)
Prerequisite: Labor Law I.
C0MMERCIAL TneNs¡cttoNs.
Three hours. An introductory survey of the law of sales under the
uniform commercial code: with partióular emphasis on Article 2; con-
tract formation; parol evidence rule; statute of frauds; risk oi lor.; ,.-
ceipt and inspection; acceptance, revocation; warranties; remedies ofbuyer and seller; remedy disclaimers; documentary transactions; retters
of credit.
Corurpen¡rlve Lnson Lew.
Two hours. A comparative study of major labor relations systems in
western industrial societies. using the systèm of the united siates as aframe of reference, the course will examine corresponding institutions in
other c,ountries, particularly in Sweden, west Germãny, Tñe Netherlands,
Australia, canada, and the united Kingdom. The instiiutions to be .t"¿i"¿
will include, among others, collective bargaining, compulsory arbitration,industrial tribunals, and employee participation programs such as work
councils and codetermination. (papér required.) ^ -
Prerequísíte: Labor Law I or consent of instructor.
Coup¡nlrlvB Llw L
Three hours. The methods and purposes of comparative law; the his-torical de-velopment of the "common law" and "tivit law" tiaditions;
sources of law, structure of codes, persons, obligations, property, adjective
law; the roles of lawyers and courts in various legal systems. ''
closed to students from civil law jurisdictions except with permission
of the instructor. No knowledge of foreign language iÄ requirø.
CorrrpeRtrlvr Lew II.
, 
Two-hours' comparative examination of serected aspects of law of se-lected foreign countries,
., 
Since the subject matte_r varies from year to yeaÍ, a student may repeatthe course for credit. No knowredge-of foreign't"nguuj" ir råqri'*¿.
Couplrx Feonner Lrr¡carron Snr,rrNen.
.Two hours. civil procedure, primarily on the pre-triar and trial levels,
1ith. snecial emphasis ,p1aced ãn 
"ornþI.* p.u"ii." u."ur, .!., -utti_drstrrct Iitigation, securities litigation, sharehõlder derivative süiis, anti-trust and unfair competition cases, civil rights cases.
* 
Prerequísíte.. Federal Courts.. 
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CoNnucr on Lews.
Three hours. The law relating to transactions having elements in more
than one state; domicile; bases of jurisdiction of courts and of states; en-
forcement of sister state judgments; the rules developed and applied with
respect to property, contracts, torts, and family law.
CopvnIcHr AND THE PnotEctroN oF LITERARY AND ARTISTIc PRoPERTY.
Three hours. A detailed study of the 1976 Copyright Act as well as
other means of obtaining legal protection for literary, musical and artistic
works including unfair competition, tort and implied contract.
Conponer¡ P¡,e¡¡NrNc.
Three hours. Planning and problem course in corporate, tax, securities,
accounting, and related fields. Students will draft instruments and sup-
porting memoranda in solution of a variety of questions in corporate or-
ganization, financing, operation, acquisition, and reorganization-a fairly
typical sequence of company growth and development. Student solutions
will be presented for class critique and in most instances for comparison
with actual solutions to similar problems.
Prerequisites.' Business Associations I and II and Income Taxation.
Conponlrp REonclNtze:rtot¡.
Two hours. Special attention will be given to the tax aspects of acquisi-
tions, including purchases of assets or stock mergers, stock and asset ex-
changes and spin-offs; both taxable and tax-free. Corporate and securities
laws, accounting, financing, and business aspects will be given some at-
tention, Students will prepare memoranda in solving various tax-oriented
problems relating to corporate acquisitions.
Prerequísítes.' Business Associations I and II, Income Taxation, and
Corporate Taxation.
Conponrrr, Terp-Ovnns AND FREEzE-Ours
Two hours. Aspects of contested mergers and acquisitions including
valuation, acounting and tax considerations, tender offers, federal, state
and stock exchange regulations and methods of opposition by target
companies and shareholders. Particular attention will be paid to concept
of fairness and dissenters' remedies and to the business Purpose doctrine.
Paper or in class presentation required.
Prerequísites.' Business Associations I & II.
Conponere TexeuoN.
Three hours. The formation of corporations; corporate capital struc-
ture; earnings and proflts; dividends; distributions and redemptions;
partial liquidations and complete liquidations; collapsible corporations;
assumption of liaôilities; accumulated earnings tax; and personal holding
company tÐ(.
P re r equísite : Income Taxation.
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Cnnortons' Rrcnrs.
Three hours. The debtor-creditor relationship; enforcement of judg-
ments; attachment, garnishment, and sequestration; fraudulent convey-
ances; assignments for benefit of creditors and compositions; bankruptcy
as affecting secured and unsecured creditors under the Baíkruptcy'Re-
form Act of 1978.
Cnr¡¿rNar- Evr¡nNcr SBvrr..¡en.
Two hours. An intensive study of the rules of evidence as applied in
crifninal cases with emphasis on implementation of the rules in p'ractice.
The instructor may require a paper as well as an examination.
P re re quisite : Evidence.
CnrvrNel Jusuce Ao¡¿lNrsrn¡tlo¡q.
Two hours. Administration of the criminal justice system at every
stage from arrest through punishment with emphásis on the bureaucratió,institutional, and human factors inherent in the system and how thoseforces affect judicial precedents and statutory law.
CnrIr¿tN¡r Jusrlcr Crtrurc.
-six-.hours. A practice-based period of study invorving representationof indigent clients in Dallas county criminal courts. classroom instruc-
tion and skills training are integrated with actual case work.
Prerequisite: Third-year students preferred.
Cnrur¡.¡er T¿x Fn¡uo,
Two hours. A study in detail of the criminal tax statutes of the Internal
Revenue code, along with the administrative procedure and court pro-
cedure concerning representation of a client who is being investigateá by
the Internal Revenue Service for criminal tax violations.
D¡Ir¿ecrs.
Two hours' A functional analysis of standards, rules, and devices ap-plicable,generally to the trial of all kinds of damage claíms, including the
standards of value, certainty, avoidabre consequences, and the 
"onã.pt,of interest, expenses of litigation and exemplaiy damages.
D¡nncreo RrspencH.
Maximum of three hours.. Research upon legal problcms in any field
of law may be carried on with the conseit of the instructor involved. A
comprehensive, analytical, and critical paper must be prepared to thelnstructor's satisfaction. open to students who have comptetèd over one-third of hours required for graduation. Before registrati,on for Directed
Research, the student must obtain, on a form supplied by the records
secretary, written approval of the instructor for thè researõh project.
DrnBctBo Sruorns.
Maximum of two hours. Studies undertaken by a student or group of
students under faculty supervision with prior appioval of the cuiricu^lum
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committee. The committee may prescribe that the product o1 the studies
undertaken be communicated'by a public discussion, submission of
periodic and final reports, or presentation of a collection of papers'
Erurp roylreNT DlscnIulNAtloN.
Three hours. Examination of the federal law regulating discrimination
ir ;;;i"t;.nt. The primary emphasis is upon Title VII of the Civil
Rtglat:Á¿a of. 1964 ldiscriminatiån on the basis of race' sex' religion'
anî nationut origin), the Age Discrimination in Employment Act' the
Eì;"i p;t Act,'the vocational Rehabilitation Act (concerning mental
-ali,rirrvrí"¡ hándicap), and federal requirements of affirmative action
imposed ,rpon gou..n.ént contractors, but other civit rights statutes and
ttre Nationat Lãbor Relations Act will be treated as they bear upon the
subject.
ENvrnoxunNreL Lew.
Three hours' A comprehensive survey of federal environmental law
in"iuãins it" clean Airïct, clean water Act, Toxic Substances control
Àct, Ocãan Dumping Act, Pesticides Act and National Environmental
Policy Act.
ENvTnoNNIENTAL REcuLATIoN oF ENBncv PnooucrloN'
TVo hours. Consideration of the substantive environmental restrictions
on .n..gy productions including oil and gas extraction, surface coal min-
ing uni"nuclear power plant -operation. A¿ditionally, the course will
L*ä.in" procedurâl and ádministiative problems in the issuance of oper-
àting p".-its under various environrnental statutes and the practical
"on.-t.ui.rt, 
on government decision-making when competing federal and
state authoritiel private environmental groups and the energy industries
are involved.
Eeulr¡slp R¡Nlrnlss.
Three hours. The conditions under which courts may grant appropriate
equitable relief instead of, or in addition to, damages, the usual law rem-
edy of right.
Esurr PLeNNtNc.
Three hours. Functional examination of the integration of the Federal
estate and gift taxes; consideration of the kinds of transfers which attract
the estate *A gift tax; marital deduction planning and drafting; draffing
the By-Pass Trirst; desirability of making lifetime interspousal transÏers;
tift, to minors and other dependents (including the granlor trust rules);
iechniques of income deflection and estate shrinkage for tax reasons;
transfeiring ownership of life insurance with emphasis on irrevocable life
insurance trusts; introduction to the generation skipping tax'
Prerequísites.. Income Taxation, Wills and Estate Administration or
Trusts and Trust Administration (on consultation with the instructor).
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Esretn PreNNlNc pnosrEÀ,fs.
Three hours. Examination of selected estate planning issues, including
marital. planning, planning for closely held bisiness-interesis, iu* ongeneration-skipping transfers, uses of life insurance, qualified pláns, post-
mortem tax planning, and charitable giving.
P re requisite : Estatei planning.
Erurcs eNo Law SeurNtn.
Two hours' Ethicat problems of interest to lawyers and ministers inthe performance of the duties of their respectiue p.ót rrionr. ropi", t uu,included genetic control, abortion, euthinasia, óapital punishnieni, and
revolutionary violence. Enrolrment by permission õt tn. instructors. 1Inconjunction with Perkins School of lìhôotogy.) (paper ,"qui."¿.i -
Exppnr TEsrrMoNy.
Three hours. Trial practice course offered jointly with the universityof rexas Southwestern schoor of Medicine fór ten students r.o* .u"i,
school. students from each school make a two-member team to p..pu.",present and cross-examine simulated expert testimony. r¡" ,i-rriuìáiion,
are adaptations of real cases and include both civil and criminal cases.
Prerequi.tite,' Evidence and either Trial practice or a litigation clinic(Civil Cases Clinic or Criminal Justice Clinic).
F¡rurrry L¡w,
Three hours. The legal problems of the family including marriage, an_nulment, divorce, legitimaôy, custody, support of family ;.;b;;;:;ä"p_tion, and related matters.
Feo¡n¡r Counrs.
Three hours' congressionar contror of the distribution of iudicial poweramong federal and state courts; practice u"o p.o".áu*^írî. ^iãä."1district courts incrudin^g 
-choice of lu*, reJerut question and diversityjurisdiction, and state-féderal conflicts
Feu¡ner CnnnrrN.u. Tnrel pn¡crrcr.
Two hours. Procedural steps, in chronological order, for trial of acriminal case in federal court, with emphasis o-n practice-i"rut"a p-ti.-,taught in a trial-practice mode.
Feopnel lNcoÀ,rs T¡x pnonrnvrs on Exrupr Oncl¡¡rzerroNs.
. 
Tw9 hours. organizations eligible for exemption, criteria for exemp-tion, the unrelated business income tax, distinciio, ú"t*.;;;;¡li"'"ìr".i-ti-es,.aqd private foundations, taxes on private foundations, trusts with
charitable and noncharitable beneficiariesl
P rerequisíte : Income Taxation.
Fep¡n¡,r Ou. eNn Ges Texer¡oN.
. 
Two 
.hour:. T* problems of the petroleum industry; the leasingtransaction, farm-outs and sharing arringements; drilling m¿ ¿"tËiåp-
-Ë
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ment costs; operations; depletion and intangibles; fi.nances and sharing
arrangements;^transfers of oil properties; unitization, and other organi-
zational matters.
FBor,n¡l T¡xptvens CI-lNlc I.
Four hours. Clinical instruction in federal tax practice emphasizing
the representation of taxpayers before the Internal Revenue Service and
the Tax Court. Classroom instruction in interviewing techniques and
counseling is integrated with interviewing prospective clients and with
the ultimãte repreientation of taxpayers before the Revenue Service and
before the Tax Court.
P r e re quisít e : Income Taxation.
FrNeNcIer INsrtrurIoNs-B¡xrtNc L¡'w.
Two or three hours. An introduction to the federal laws governing
commercial banking activities, with primary emphasis on the regulation
of national banks. Topics may include an analysis of federal regulations
affecting traditional banking activity (i.e', deposits and commercial lend-
ing) and certain incidental powers (e.g., leasing and insurance), forma-
tion of national banks, regulation of bank-holding companies, commer-
cial paper, consumer transactions, fiduciary standards' securities and
antitrusi aspects, and problems of failing banks' Comparison to regula-
tion of other financial institutions may be utilized. (Paper may be re-
required.)
FrNeNcrlr- INsllrurlro¡,¡s-INrpnN¡uoNAr, BANKINc.
See "International Banking and Finance."
THn, Frnsr Ar¿rNnvBNT ¡No M¡ss Mnul.
Three hours. The course will consider various topics which are of
concern to both the constitutional and mass media lawyer. Examples are
the law of libel, the right of privacy, access to information, prior re-
straints, commercial speech and the special problems concerning regula-
tion of the electronic media. (Paper normally required.)
Fooo e¡qo Dnuc Lew.
Two hours. Food and drug law with emphasis on its history, prohibited
acts including adulteration and misbranding, actions and penalties, rule
making, jurisdictional overlap of Federal Trade Commission and Depart-
ment of Agriculture, and impact of other statutes.
GovEnNIurNT CoNTRAcrs.
Two hours. An introduction to the law of contracts with the federal
government including formation, financing, performance, dispute reso-
lution, and the accomplishment of governmental objectives.
Gnoup AcuoNs AND REMEDIES.
Two hours. Study of litigation involving groups, including class, asso-
ciational, public attorney general, private attorney general, and derivative
group actions, Problems include representation (standing, adequacy, no-
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tice), app.ropriateness, and practice (iurisdiction, venue, pleading, dis_
covery, trial, and appeal).
Iulrrcn¡.rroN L¡w.
Two hours. An analysis of the Immigration and Nationality Act and
relevant regulations with respect to the immigration of alieni the sub-
stantive and procedural aspects of deportation ãnd exclusion proceedings.A review of nationality law with respect to citizenship and eipatriation.
INcovn Tnx¡rtoN.
Four hours. Introduction to the federal income tax system; analysis
of Internal Revenue Code, Treasury Regulations, rulings, and case law;
development of income, deductions, credits, assignment of income, an_
nual accounting, and capital gains concepts.
INcouB TexerroN or. Tnusrs .lNo Est¡rBs.
. 
Two hours. Analysis of and planning with respect to subchapter J of
the Internal Revenue code; income taiation of ìstates, trusts ånd their
beneficiaries, including the distributable net income concept, simple trusts,
complex trusts, accumulation trusts, grantor trusts, and iricome in respect
of a decedent.
Prerequisite,t' Income Taxation, Trusts, and Wills.
INsun¡NcB. *
Two_ hours. 
.Principles governing: the nature of insurance law; theprinciple of indemnity including insurable interest, measure of recovery,
and multiple claims for indemnity (subrogation and other insurance);
perlo.ns and interests protected; risks transferred including nature of loss
and its causes, warranties, representations, and concealrñent, limits andduration of coverage; rights ãt variance with policy provisíons; claims
processes; and insurance institutions.
INtr,nN¡,tloN.tl Be¡¡rrNc ^lNo Ft¡,¡eNcB.
Two or three hours. Analyses of regal aspects of international mone-tary system, role of international financiaf organizations and interna-tional dimensions of u.s. bank regulation, follõwed by selective discus-
sions of international financial traniactions (e.g., exchange market opera-
tions, country lending, eurodollar and eurobond financiñgs, international
loan syndications and international trade financing). Intðrielated use oflegal, economic and finance materials will be maãe. paper may be re-quired.
INrpnNerroNu Llw.
Three hours. The inte¡national legal system; territory; nationality; juris-
diction; claims: international agreements; force and war.
IxtsnN.arloNer- Lltlcerrox eNn Anslr¡la¡g¡-p¡¡y¡ag.
Two or three hours. Examines practical aspects of private litigation
involving a foreign element; includes compardtive condepts or julisdic-
* Infrequently ofiered.
:lj
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tion, service, taking evidence abroad, divorce, and enforcement of foreign
nation judgments, ãs well as choice of law in contracts, torts and decedent
estates. Aiso explores arbitration as an alternative means of resolving
transnational commercial disputes. Particular attention paid to relevant
new treaties.
INrrnNlrroNAL ORcANIzATIoNs LAw.
Three hours, The structure, status, and function of international orga-
nizations, especially the United Nations system and its related organiza-
tions. Functional arrangements, peace and security, trade, economic and
monetary matters, and human rights'
INtBnNnrroNAL TRADE & INvesrN{rNr-DrvELopINc N¡.uoNs.
Three hours. Examines foreign investment and tax incentive laws in
developing countries, export credit systems, political risks insurance,
sources of financing, restrictions on transnational enterprises, technology
transfer laws (patent and trademark licensing), the General Agreement
on Tariffs and trade (GATT), export subsidies, dumping, protectionism,
the generalized system of preferences (GSF), preferential trade arrange-
ments, economic integration among developing countries, and interna-
tional commodity agreements.
I¡¡renNerroNAL TRANsAcrIoNs-EunopuN CouuuNrrv'
Two or three ho.urs. Examination of legal and "constitutional" under-
pinnings of the European Community, followed by discussion of selected
problems of doing business within it (e.g., import-export, licensing, direct
establishment, and antitrust matters. (Paper may be required')
JounNlr on Arn Llw lNn Cot'tt'rsnce.
Maximum credit, five hours, Preparation of comments on topics of
current interest, notes on cases of significance, and editorial work inci-
dent to publication of. the Journal of Aír Law and Commerce.
JunrspnuorNcB I.
Three hours. A survey of major theories of legal philosophy.
Jr¡nrspnuosNcr IL
Two hours. Selected problems in twentieth-century legal philosophy'
JuvsNrre Dsl-rNeue¡{cY,
Two hours. A study of juvenile delinquency as a social concept; law
of delinquency; procedure in juvenile court, and the unique aspects of a
lawyer's role in a delinquency case.
Llnon L¡.w I.
Three hours. Law regulating the employment relationship studied in
connection with various forms of group conflict and organizational ac-
tivity. The course covers rights and duties of individuals and institutions
in the labor-relations context; concerted activity, including strikes, picket-
ing, and boycotts; negotiation and enforcement of collective agreements;
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employee-union relations;- and problems of jurisdiction and accortion among courts, uourå, ur,ä'ì'."i,t.åì;:,äi'llli^"il::commoda_
',T^,îlïîil';ii*i;;ru,äÏ,#"$"ff :'ini-ffi ::.il:i"i':,"','jfr
Lenon Lew II.
Two hours' An advanced course in labor. raw which examines the lawunder other American.lauor iarr-sy;#, incruding.the Rairwãy Labor
#i;J'1'!'.ïîå';?"'rî?"ñimflt*{::iiu"uu'guiiinË,,àìîiå,î'""0,¡,.
Prerequisite: Labor Law I.
L¡noR pnonrpus Sprr.rrNen,
Two hours' seminar designed for students having a special interest inli:::,]åî ;Xj'l 
"f";:^,"1,,0;".1 
gnì"c ffi "probrem; i" -;;;il;.'îä¿, or
prerequisite :r"*Ti:ïi' 
(Paper required.)
L¡,non R¿rerroNs p¡-e¡vNrNc AND pnact¡c¿,Two hours. Labor. relations nr"ii._. 
'r"quiring 
preparation of docu_ments' such as materials rerating ,. ,"iär ir."tion campaigns, picketing,leafleting, and bovcotts; co_llectiie u";ä;ù ctauses and contracts: arbi_tration materiats; riu_á. oãnä;ffi¡ï;älrs; preadings, motions, andmemoranda for NLRB and ìhe 
"ou.t'uåtiån. involving labor relations
Prerequìsite: Labor Law I.
L¡¡¡o Usn.
Three hours. planning; zoning; subdivision;. land use controls, race and
åi"f ii¿ iililï:"*ants, emfh asr' on ãã.rnì,i;" ñ. ;#ii',.1i,0,,"
Lew ¡Np Mso¡c¡N¿.
Two hours' A seminar.examìning issues which interface law and medi-cine such as legar regurarion ;ilff#ü;iå'n¿ uto"ution of hearth careresources; biomedicat and behavior"i ,"r.ä.är, 
." p;ir"r;;; ääiäl n"_
fiil'J¿.í"t 
retuses; ooc tt,"*prti" î"'äïå"i,"riry. (paper norma¡y re_
Lew ¡No psycHl¡rny.
Two hours. A seminar taught with the assistance of psychiatric ex_perts' inquirins broadry i"r. Ë.in'i"åì' *ãzåi civir Iaw probrems when
lit?:ó" psvchiatric óon.i¿..oiìán.-å.ä^'tå'r".d. (paper normary re_
Lew OnnlcB MeNecrv¡rur.
Two hours. O ,rudu.:l,larious management and planning techniques




Two hours. An introduction to the theorv :
Emphasis is praced on the accounting 0."ó.rï:,å'iå;ttJ:ï,1 iîîy.iJt".
such matrers as determin"ti* 
"r 
ì""iÃ",-r*rrrää, Jf iiå:ü,::^lvsis of
and costs ro different accounting periods, i*nr*tionr^il;;"t;il*¿.ffiiå
equity financing, concepts of co-rporate *rpru. Limited tä .ìu"dåï'*¡ttno more than eight credits of cõilege accöunring ;;;k ;;ö;îiÌ,, 
,n"instructor's permission.
Lrcer CouNsELrNc exo INrnRvlEwrNc TEcHNreues.
. 
Two hours. Taught jointly by a member of the law faculty and a foren_sic psvchologisr. obiective-is io introJuce- principle, ;"ái.;;;tquà, toimprove a lawyer's átitity to ¡nt..u.i *itir-clients.
Lrcer ExrBnN pRocnelr.
^^T*o hours' A supervised program to provide a student with at least]!.hou¡s with an opportunity tJobserve ìhe practice of law in an insti-tutional setting.
LBc¡.r Hlsronv (ENcrnn).*
.Three hours' Angro-American legal concepts in historicar perspectivewith particular reference to deverJpm.ntr li' England and the united
ll.,:.: 9.f".* 1800; partic.ular emphäsis ;; th. oeietopmeni oi tf,.-rul.,ot contracts and torts. (Memorãndum and e*aminaiiorr-;;ii;ili ,"_quired)
Lncer Hlsronv (Alrenrcex).*
Two hours. A brief review of the English background; the colonialperiod; the concepts of federal h*; ¿.u.iopment of contract, tort, cor-porate and labor law in the nineteenth century; the codificaíio., 
-ou.-ment; twentierh century. rcleas throueh 1950i 
"o;p;;ir;-;î'Ä;"_American and continenial Hispanic-añrår¡""r legar institutions and theirfusion in the United States. (påpe. urr¿ 
"*u-ination normally required.)Lrclr PnosrEMS oF H¡cHen EoucerroN.*
Two hours. This course exprores the rore of raw and legar institutionsin controlling or influencing'institutionaii.ãi.ion. and in apportioningdecision-making power. (paler r.qui..ã.) ---'
L¡c¡,L PnosrEMS oF lNrnnNerloxer BuslNess,
Three hours. A studv of legal problems encountered under both UnitedStates and foreign rawi bv A;;J;;;';ñö;.. engaged in internationarbusiness' The course covers export sales coìrtracts, letters of credit, inter-national trarte fi ¡¿¡"¡ng, foreìgn li".^i"t;;;;!ments, foreign investment,currency and capital restriction, the usJoifo..ign óorpo.ãô ì".,,,r,'ìrr"financing of foreign operarions, una ilre appri."ii"î 
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Lrcrsrnr¡oN.
Two hours. A study of the products of the legislative process: types
of legislation, their component parts and judicial interpretation of them.
(Paper required.)
Locl¡. GovrnNrvrn,Nr Lew.
Three hours. Forms and functions of local government units; judicial
and legislative sources of control; police powers; financing; staffing; tort
liability.
Mn¡qter CoNplrloNs ¡No Cnwil¡llL LInstlItv.*
Two hours. Study of mental conditions as requisites of criminal ha-
bility. Concepts of voluntariness, criminal intent, motive, recklessness'
negligence, necessity, duress, provocation, mistake, insanity, and the like
will be examined. (Paper normally required.)
Mocr Tnrrl.
One hour. Participation as a member of a mock trial team represent-
ing the School of Law in one of several inter-school competitions in
which the School of Law participates each year. One hour for each
competition up to a maximum of two hor¡rs can be earned. However,
students must be selected for participation on a competition team by the
faculty coach before they can register for credit.
Moor Counr.
One hour. Introduction to the art of persuasion by written and oral
legal arguments; the first-year class is divided into small groups with each
group instructed by members of the Moot Court Board. The course
culminates in an annual first-year moot court co,mpetition. However,
students must be selected for participation on a competition team by the
faculty coach before they can register for credit.
Prerequisite: Research Methods and Legal Writing I and II (prerequi-
site must be met by taking Research Methods and Legal Writing II si-
multaneously with Moot Court).
Moor Counr (Apv,lNcsn).
One hour. Participation as a member of an appellate advocacy team
representing the School of Law in one of several inter-school competitions
in which the School of Law participates each year. One hour for each
competition up to a maximum of two hours can be earned.
NncorhsL¡ lxsrnuvr¡Nrs.
TWo hours. An introduction to the law governing negotiable instru-
ments and the payment of instruments through the bank collection
process.
Orr, eNp Ges.
Three hours. Ownerships in oil and gas; correlative rights and duties




veying mineral interests; partition; pooling and unitizatior. Sna^i^rphasis on the rights and duries of ihe oit and gas l.;r;;';i'1".å:."T;
the usual forms of leasing transactions.
PenrNensHlp T¡xerroN,
Three hours' The formation.of partnerships; taxation of partnershio in_come; special allocations-; elective basis adjuitments; distributiàr.;^f"ior1¡0._tions, retirements; transfers of partnerstrip interestå; .;Jl;dy';iïn.._
ships.
Prerequísítes.. Income Taxation and Corporate Taxation.
PerrNr Lew.
Two hours' The course provides an introduction to patent and trade
secret law for the protection of inventions, technical know-how urrã otn..proprietary intellectual property, procedures and approach.s to proi."tiog
high 
.technology, such as-computer software, inìègrated 
"i."iìtrv-.o¿genetic engineering are includeã. The course includ'es the law utå pro-
g:dYe of-developing the rights, as well as licensing and litigation aspects.
Trademark law is briefly covered. A technical baõkgroundis not a- pre_
requisite for the course.
Ppnspncr¡v¡¡s or. AvrenlceN Law.
Three hours. This course is designed to provide the graduate interna-tional students with an introduction to the'American lJlal .y.t..".- sou-jects to be covered include the sources of American law"and'legai uiuri-
ography; the political and constitutionar system; the judiciar itructure(both state and federal); the adversary system; adminisirative law; laborlaw; property law; injuries to persons and property; family law; wealth
transmission and death taxation; and personål iicome taxation,
Pnonlrl'ls or Pnoon,t
Two hours, Advanced course on evidence law, course content to bedetermined by instructor.
Pnooucrs Ll¡nlrrry.
, -,t1.." hours. Study of the development of the concept of recovery for
l:lTlt.: :u1:.d by.products; survey of civil actions fòr harm ,".úttinglrom detèctive and dangerous products; study of problems associated
with hazard identification and thì process of eïaluatìon of risk; gou"rrr-
ment regulation on dangerous and defective products; review of inî con-y19r frg$ucts Safety Act and other current and pending legislation
oeatlng wrth injuries and remedies in specific areas.
Pnonr,ssroNtr, ANp Clospry HE,ro Conpour¡oNs.
Two hours. organization, operation, and termination of a professional
or other closely held corporaiion; income tax and estate ptänninl 
"on-side¡ations of emplo,yee iompensation programs including heaiiñ and
medical plans, qualified retirernent plani, a-nd other emplãyee benefits;
* Infrequently offered.
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income and estate tax planning for departure of a principal, including
buy-sell agreements.
Prerequisites.' Income Taxation and Corporate Taxation.
Pnopnnrv SEcunrrv.
Two hours. The real property mortgage including rights and duties
before and after foreclosure, priorities, transfer of interests of mortgagor
and mortgagee, subrogation, marshalling, discharge, and redemption.
Primary emphasis is on Texas law.
RBer EsrerB Tex PreN¡,¡rNc.
Three hours. Problems involving acquisition, development, use, and
disposition of interests in real property, with emphasis on tax problems
that arise in common real estate transactions such as leases, sales, sale-
and-leaseback, and exchanges. Use of partnership, corporation, and REIT
are studied and compared.
Prerequísites.' Income Taxation and either Corporate Taxation or Part-
nership Taxation.
Rr,er Esrerr TnnNs¡cuo¡qs.
TVo hours. Transfer, finance, and development of real property; the
real estate sales contract, the duties and remedies of sellers, purchasers
and brokers; conveyancing; title protection, including recording laws, the
mechanics of title search, clearing titles, and title insurance; real estate
finance, including mortgages and federal programs; condominiums, co-
operatives, and shopping centers. Heavy emphasis on Texas law,
Rrcuterno lNousrnres SnurNen.*
Two hours. An examination of those sectors of the economy that are
comprehensively regulated by governmental authority. The pertinent legal
and economic questions are considered and their resolution within the
framework of the administ¡ative process is explored. Attention is focused
on such selected industries as transportation, communication, agriculture,
banking, and public power.
RrcurertoN oF SEcuRrrres MARKETS.
Two hours. A study of the securities laws as they relate to the securi-
ties industry itself. Attention will focus on the roles of broker-dealers,
investment advisers and stock exchanges within the scheme of self-
regulation under federal law as well as the activities of underwriters and
specialists. Problems addressed will include broker-dealer duties and
liabilities to customers, broker-dealer fraud, market manipulation, price
stabilization, margin regulations, sales of restricted securities and competi-
tion in the industry. Paper or in class presentation required.
Prerequisítes.' Business Association I & IL
* Infrequently offered
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Two hours. A study of the development by courts and legisratures ofrules to meet the imoact of scientific and tec'hnorogi"ur innãiuîåil, 
una
;:,åîî 
diverse sociåties *..t n.*-prJlems thro'ugh i;;:'îË;;:. 
."_
Secuneo TuNsectroNs.
Three hours. An introductory su,rvey of the raw relating to securityinterests in personar property, with particurar 




Three hours' A study of the securities laws (primarily federal but alsostate, especially Texas) and of the acrivities ài,A inau"rtry ,h;t ;;;"r".The principal emphasis. is on- the regulation of issuance, sale, resale,and purchase of securities, and on the"disclosure requireménts gånerateaby. the registration, reporting,. proxy, tender un¿ *ti_f*uã piãuirion..
9j*r_ït':,:::.:ilj.o._ "* óiuìr fi uuility (express and implied) ; exemp-tons rrom registration, (especialry. private placements), insider.trading,
and the 
-meaning of "secuiity." AI.o treatãd are the functions of thesEC and of state securiries -administrato... commo¿iti", ìåluiutìår, i,touched on. Broker-dealer and market regulation may be 
"on"i"Jütr-.permits. (Paper normally required.)
Souruw¿srrnN Lew JounNlr.
Maximum credit, five hours. preparation of comments on topics ofcurrent interest, notes on cases of significance, and editorial work incidentto publication of the Southwestern law lourn'al.
Sraru lNp Locer T^rxtuoN.*
Two hours' Selected problems in state and local taxation of individuarsand corporations with pãrticular reference to property, sales, and incometa-xes' Problems of cónstirutionar authoriÇ, ^i"t".gou"ÀÃ¿nt"î 
"å"i¡"tand cooperation, economic impact, and administ.";ir, ;;;i;;;.;;;"r.
T¡x AccouNrrNc.






Two hours. Preparation and trial of tax cases in the federal courts;representation of a taxpayer before the Internal Revenue s..rl"Ë; 
"ã-ir-* Infrequently offered.
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istrative powers and procedures of the Internal Revenue Service; criminal
violations of the Intèrnal Revenue Code; accumulations of supporting
evidence for a tax plan.
TexerroN eNp F¡scel PoucY.
Two hours. The interaction between budgetary demands and revenue
policy; equity and fairness of taxation; effect of taxation on business
activity; social, political, and economic implications of the tax structure'
Prerequísites.' Income Taxation and Corporate Taxation'
TexltroN or Dersnnrn CoIr¿pBNslrloN.
Two hours. Income, estate, and gift tax law relating to various de-
ferred compensation plans, including profit sharing, stock bonus, and
pension plans; qualified and non-qualified stock options; deferred com-
þensation contracts; restricted property; corporate, securities, labor, and
community property law considered where appropriate.
Prerequísítes.' Income Taxation and Corporate Taxation.
T¡xls CnnurINer- PnocrpunB.
TWo or three hours. A study of the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure
and its implementation in the Texas Courts from the point of arrest
through the appellate stage of the proceedings.
Tnxts MTTnIMoNIAL PnoppnrY.
Three hours. The Texas law of separate and community property and
family property exempt from creditors' claims.
Trxes Pne-TnleI. Pnocepuns.
Three hours. Texas civil procedure prior to trial, including the attorney-
client relation, the prelitigation aspects of civil controversies, jurisdiction
of the subject matter, jurisdiction of the person and service of process,
pleading, joinder of parties and claims, venue, res judicata and related
principles, discovery, and summary judgment practice, and settlement'
Trxes Tnrll a¡.¡p Appr'I.rerE PRocEDURE.
Three hours. Texas civil procedure from the commencement of trial
through appeal, including selection of the jury, presentation of the case,
motions foi instructed verdict, special issue submission, motions for judg-
ment notwithstanding the verdict and for new trial, entry of judgment,
and perfection and prosecution of appeals through the court of civil ap-
peals and supreme court.
Tnrer Anvocecv.
Three hours. Enrollment is limited. An intensive course in trial tactics,
techniques, and advocacy, emphasizing the practice of the separate som-
ponents of a trial: direct examination, objections, cross-examination, use
õf rehabilitative devices, examination of expert witness, jury selection,
opening statements, and closing argument. At the end of the semester
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each student acts as co-counsel in a full trial. Video tape recording is usedfor critiquing student pe.rormarrce lt.""grr"rt the semester.
Prerequisites.. Civil procedure I and Il and Evidence.
Tnusrs: preNrurNc ¡r.¡p DnenrrNc.
Three hours. principal dispositive instruments employed in the wearthtransfer process; role õf taxaiion; creation oi 
""p..r. trúrtr; r"*ìii"g 
""0constru*ive trusts; cha¡itabre rrusts; rightr, Jutie-'s,.;;d^öääi'rii,r,o..,trustees, and beneficiaries; spendthrirt äu.t.; liu¡ilities of trustees to third
ï:Ì.:l1i:t^s. gifts; powers of appointmentj rule against perpetuities; ad-mrnrsrratron; termination of trustJ; and draiting oil"rir"i*ã*. "'-
U.S. SupnsME CouRT.*
Three hours' Seminars in selected problems in the protection of indi-vidual liberties from governmental inierferenc-e. subjeci matter wìit varyat the discretion of th! professor. r"-pl* är matters that could be con-sidered are First Amendment f.;ã;;;;ial discrimination, sex dis-crimination, prisoners' rights anã p;t";;y '*
U.S. T¿x¡rroN on INtenNATToNAL TneNsecrroNs.
. 
Three hours-' Tax problems.and planning with respect to internationaltransactions of individuals and corioruiiãn'..'unrt"d states income taxa_tion of exporr rransactions, Iice¡xi!;;;;;;;"_enrs, foreign invesrmenr,foreign currencv transactions un¿ ri.s. p.rlons rocated abroad. unitedStates raxation ór ro."i!n i"¿li"iJ"ri.i; i;;.ìr" corporate investmenr inthe united states. Analyri. or uppiì"Ji" -ä treaties and the use of taxhaven jurisdictions.
Werun Lew.*
Two hours. System of water rights; riparian, appropriation, and pre_scriptive rights; surface and undeig.ounäîà,"r; rermination of righrs;injuries caused by water; oevetoprñeni--ot'*ur.. supplies; federal-stateconflicts: pollution control.
Vy'rus ¡Np Esrer¿ AnurrqrsrnerroN.
Three hours' Functional examination of testate and intestate succes-sion; execution and revocation of *ilì.;-t".turn"ntary capacity, undue in-fluence, mistake and fraud; failure 
"i ã;;il;;"d legacies; administrationof estates, including income tax considerations and post mortem planning;drafting of instruments
Wonrpn's CoMpa,rqsetlohr.
",T*o 
hours' A comprehensive study of the law rerating to compensationfor employment injury and occupatiãnuf áir.^".
* Infrequently offered.
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$701.3 COURSES OUTSIDE LAW SCHOOL
Courses in other graduate or professional schools of the University
which are relevant to student's program may be taken with approval of
the Curriculum Committee. For information, see the records secretary.
s701.4 COURSES AT OTHER LAW SCHOOLS
For transfer frorn other law schools, see $303.4. After entry in this
law school, summer courses in other law schools may be taken for trans-
fer of credits with prior approval of the Curriculum Committee. Transfer
credits may be eained in regular terms only in extraordinary circum-
stances of demonstrated special need, requiring full faculty approval.
For information see records secretary' See $303.5.
s702 FREQUENCY OF COURSE OFFERINGS
J.D. program required courses (listed in SS701.1 and 703) are offered
at least onie each academic year, Elective courses which are marked
"Infrequently offered" in $701.2 are usually offered only once within two
to foui years, depending on available faculty, student interest, and other
factors. Other elèctive courses are normally offered at least once in two
years, although variations may occur,
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S7O3 SCHEDULE OF COURSES
F¡n 
.lNp SpnrNc Snruæsrnns 19g4-S5
Feu" Sprr¿Bsr¿n l9g4 SpnrNc SEMEsTER 19g5
Civil Procedure I













































SECOND YEAR REQUTRED couRSES*Constitutional Law Ic";;;i;;r;;;i ïãi ir;; - 1 constiturionar Law rr __________
constitut¡onii ði-¡rll 3 constitutionai dir";;"i__  _
Procedure 








































* Required courses mL
Ërj.,:"ffi "ät"1*1rtr:irH*äil,Ï'::äï$*,#{"Hiiîî.ifj
** Only for students v
*** Each of the electiJlo^have already taken Constitutional Law L















Federal. Income Tax Problems
of Exempt Organizations 
----,-----
Federal Taxpayers Clinic I ---,------
Financial Institutions-











------ - --, 3
International Trade & Investment
-Developing Nations -------------- 3International Transactions-
European Community -------- 2 or 3














Taxation and Fiscal Policy ---------,
Texas Matrimonial Property ------,-
Texas Pre-Trial Procedure
Texas Trial & Appellate
Procedure
Trial Advocacy
Trusts: Planning and Drafting ----
Wills & Estate Administration ----
Worker's Compensation
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1
3
Copyright and the P¡o-
























Directed Research ,---- --,--.---------- 1-3




















Federal Oil & Gas
Taxation
Federal Taxpayers Clinic I - -,,---,- 4
The First Àmendment and
Mass Media




Arbit¡ation-Private ---------- 2 or 3
International Organizations
Law
International Trade & Investment














Interviewing Techniques -----,---- 2
Legal Extern Program -----------" ,---- 2
.I-egal History (American) ---------- 2


































































Iryrt!: Planning and Drafting _-__--U.S. Suprcme Court 
_--__.-.





















-_-_-_-_--_-- zWills & Estate Administration 
---_-_ 3
¡ Worker's Compensation 
__-_-_--_---_-__ 2
SVilI STUDENT PROFILE
s801 COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES REPRESENTED 1983-84
Davidson College (NC) -- IAbilene Christian College ------------ 3




Arizona State University - ---- . ---,
Arkansas State University -
Arkansas Tech University - ,













Bowting creerl state uri;;;iir"--
Bradley University
Brown University
Bucknell University -------.- .-:------ 
-California-Berkeley, University of










Central Michigan University --------
Colorado College
Columbia College





Drury College (MO) -
Duke University
East Texas State University --------,,
Emporia State University -----.- ------
Fairleigh Dickinson University 
----
Florida Atlantic University ----------
Florida International University -
Florida, University of ---- -- --.
Flo¡ida, University of South --------
Fort Hays State University
Franklin University (OH) -
George Washington University ----
Ceorgetown University








Houston, University of ".-----------. -
Illinois State UniversitY
Illinois, University of
Illinois-Urbana, University of , ----
Illinois Wesleyan University ------,-




Johns Hopkins UniversitY (MD)
Kansas State University -----, - ---..--
Kansas, University of ---.-------------















































































Dallas, University of LaRoche College (PA)
Colleges and Universities Represents4
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Iæwis and Clark College
Louisiana state univeriiiy 
__-,_-__-:__
Louisiana Tech University 
______,-____
Louisville, University of 











Michigan State University 
_"_____-__,-











































Minnesota, University of 
_____ .____.













New Mexico State University
New Mexico, University of _ 
__-_,-__
Newcomb
North Dakota, University of 
-North Texas State University 
____ 2l
Northeast Louisiana Univorsity __-- 4
Northeast Missouri StateUniversity 
_--_-,--___ z




Missouri, University of 
-
Montana, University ;i ___-_ 
--_____
Nebraska. University of __ 
____--.____
Northwestern State College (LA)
Northwestern University
Notre Dame, College of (MD)




_-___,__-____--_-_-_-___-_____ 3Southwestern at Memphis 
-_-__-,_____ zSouthwestern Texas StateUniversity 














Oklahoma Ch¡istian College 
___-__-,












Tennessee, University of _,-__-________ 2
Texas A&M University 
_-_________-- 14
Texas Christian University 
_----_-- l l
























Oklahoma, University of _-____-__-__ 12
Old Dominion University (VA) I




Pennsylvania srrt" Uri";;;it 
- ----
Pennsylvania, University of _-__--_,__
Pittsburgh, University of _-___________-









Tulsa, University of 
_,____,---______" ____ I
United States Air Force Academy 2
United State Military Academy __ 1
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Utah, University of ---------------------- t
Vanderbilt University -----"----------"- 20
Virginia, University of -------------.---. 7
Wabash College
Washington, University of ------------ 5
Washington & Iefferson College -- 1
Washington & I-ee University ------ 4
Wayno State University ---------------- 1
Williams College
Wisconsin, University of --------------
Yale University
s802 COUNTRTES REPRESENTED-STUDENTS FROM ABROAD
Argentina Luxembourg








Weber State College 
-------.
Wesleyan University -------------"-
Western lllinois University ----------
Wichita State University ------ ----
William Smith C.ollege
1
I
4
2
1
1
5
3
I)
1
I
I
1
5
II
1
1
1
I
2
J
" "Jl wE
E
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